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A b strac t
A combination of Galerkin’s method, linking theory and Struwe’s 
monotonicity method in the calculus of variations is used to study 
Hamiltonian systems in which the kinetic energy is given by a (not 
necessarily definite) quadratic form and the potential-energy func­
tional may be bounded.
When the potential-energy functional is defined on a finite dimen­
sional space, the existence of brake periodic orbits for almost all pre­
scribed energies is established. An example of a Hamiltonian system 
which satisfies our hypotheses but has no brake periodic orbits with 
energy in an uncountable set of measure zero is given. Additional 
hypotheses, sufficient to ensure the existence of brake periodic orbits 
of all energies, are found.
Hypotheses are given which allow the potential to blow-up on the 
boundary of a bounded set. When the potential is even the existence 
of brake periodic orbits is achieved under conditions that allow the 
potential to have indefinite sign and so have unbounded sub-level sets.
For potential-energy functionals defined on an infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space, the existence of a brake periodic orbit is established 
for a countable set of positive energies. When the potential is even, 
existence is established for almost all energies.
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1.1 Outline of thesis
In this thesis we study Hamiltonian systems of the form
Su"(t) + VV(u(t ))  = 0, (1.1a)
where V  is defined on a Hilbert space H  and S  is a self-adjoint operator. The 
conserved energy has the form
i ( 5 u ,(t),w/(t)) +  ^ ( t ) )  =  h. (1.1b)
By analogy with classical mechanics ^(Su',u')  and V(u)  will be referred to as 
the kinetic and potential energies, respectively, and it is assumed that V (0) =  0. 
When the operator S  is positive-definite the kinetic energy is said to be positive- 
definite. Similarly, when the operator S  is indefinite the kinetic energy is said to
be indefinite. A brake periodic orbit is a solution u of (1.1a) with the property
that
u is non-constant, periodic and u'(t0) = ur(ti) =  0, (1*1°)
for some to ^  t\. We seek the existence of brake periodic orbits of (1.1a) with 
prescribed energy h. A classical system, in which S  =  I  (the identity) and the 
kinetic energy is positive-definite, is allowed, but S  = —I  is excluded. Two cases 
of the Hilbert space H  are discussed: Rn+m and I2, where I2 is the real separable 
Hilbert space of square summable sequences. When H  = Rn+m the corresponding
5
operator S  has the form
m x m
Three cases are considered:
(Cl) V  G C 1(Rn+m,[Ol oo))>
(C2) V  G R) and V  is even, and
(C3) V  G C l (0 ,  [0, oo)) where O is a bounded open subset of En+m containing 
the origin and lim^ac? V (x) =  oo.
When H  =  I2 we suppose the corresponding operator S  is an infinite dimensional 
symmetric matrix with the first p G N entries equal to 1 and all others —1. Two 
cases are considered:
(C4) V  e C l (l2,[0,oo)) and
(C5) V  G C 1(l2iR) and V  is even.
In the above, case (Cn) is dealt with in Chapter n + 2. In order to put the 
results and techniques of the thesis in context, we first discuss the classical case 
of positive-definite kinetic energy. We then turn to more recent studies involving 
indefinite kinetic energy. In both instances a motivating example is given in 
which the setting is finite dimensional.
In Section 1.4 we discuss an application of Struwe’s monotonicity method 
which plays an important role in our existence theories; our use of the mono­
tonicity method is new even in the simple case outlined in Section 1.4. Finally, 
in Section 1.5 we summarise the main results of the thesis.
1.2 Positive-definite kinetic energy 
A m otivating example
In the simple case when m = 0 and n = 1, (1.1a) represents the equation of 
motion of a bead, under the influence of gravity, that is threaded on a fixed
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frictionless wire. Equations (1.1b) and (1.1c) describe the case when the bead 
has prescribed energy h and oscillates back and forth along the wire with an 
unknown period. To see this, let u(t) denote the distance at time t of the bead 
along the wire measured from a fixed point on the wire, and let Y(u(t))  denote 
the vertical coordinate of the bead. The Lagrangian is given by the kinetic energy 
minus the potential energy
£(u,u)  = ^ u 2 -  gY{u),
where the bead is assumed to have unit mass and g is the magnitude of the 
constant gravitational field. The equation of motion of the bead is then given by
„ d ( d C \  dC .. x
0 = d t { d i ) - d ^  = u + 9 Y '‘[u}’
which is of the form of (1.1a) when V(u) = gY(u).  Moreover
o = ^ ( ^ “ - £ ) = ^ G “ 2 + f f K ( u ) ) ’
so tha t (1.1b) holds for some h G R.
Previous work w ith positive definite kinetic energy
The first result on the existence of solutions of (1.1) when S  is positive-definite 
(m =  0 and n > 1) was due to Seifert [Sei48] who established existence under 
the assumption that {x  G Kn : V (x) < h} is homeomorphic to a closed ball with 
no critical points of V  on its boundary. The result of Seifert has been extended 
in, for example, [Ben84], [GluZil83] and [Hay83]. Their common approach was to 
use the principle of Maupertuis (1698-1759) that states that solutions of (1.1) are 
geodesic lines, on a constant energy surface, relative to the Jacobi metric. Related 
is the following functional whose critical points admit a reparametrisation [Buf96] 
that transforms them into solutions of (1.1)
Jii.9) =  Jo \/\<l'it)\2(h -V (q ( t ) ) )d t .
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Under the assumption of strict convexity of V, van Groesen [vanG88] established 
existence by considering the product functional
M q ) =  ( ^  \q'(t)\2d t j  ( j f  h - V ( q ( t ) ) d t j  .
Crucially, positive-valued critical points of J2 correspond to solutions of (1.1). 
Benci and Giannoni [BenGia87] used the functional J2 to prove the existence of a 
solution of (1.1) under the mild hypothesis that {x G M” : V(x) < h} is bounded 
and non-empty with no critical points of V  on its boundary.
The functional J2 is not necessarily bounded above or below so critical points 
do not arise from a straightforward maximisation or minimisation. Ambrosetti 
and Rabinowitz developed general minimax methods [AmbRab73, Rab78] to deal 
with such indefinite functionals, the simplest being the celebrated Mountain Pass 
Lemma (see for example [Wil96, Theorem 1.15], [AmbRab73], [StrOO]).
L em m a 1.1 (M o u n ta in  P ass  L em m a). Suppose J  G E) and there exists
q* G X  and r > 0 such that ||g*|| > r with J{q*) < 0 =  J(0) and infq^ dBr J{q) =: 
a  > 0. Then there exists a sequence {qn} C X  and c G [a, oo) such that
J(Qn) c and VJ(qn) —> 0 as n  —> oo.
Rabinowitz and Benci, while generalising the Mountain Pass Lemma, devel­
oped the notion of ‘linking’ [Rab78, RabBen79] (see also Definition 2.2) which was 
successfully used in Benci’s and Giannoni’s existence proof [BenGia87].
1.3 Indefinite kinetic energy
Cases of indefinite S  (in particular when n = 1), not all of which fit into one of 
our five cases, arise in important applications: the nonlinear theory of hydrody­
namic waves [BonSmi76, BGT96, Tol81, Tol84], phase-front models [TerCha02] 
and periodic orbits of particles in rotating potentials [Buf96]. In the following we 
give an application that fits into case (Cl).
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M otivating exam ple
The constrained nonlinear beam equation (see [HBT89], [HunEve99], [HunOO] 
and [HunWad91])
models a one-dimensional beam placed between elastic materials. The beam runs 
in the horizontal x  direction and has vertical displacement y. The real parame­
ter P  represents the compressive load, and —/ '  the restoring force provided by 
the materials. Configurations of the beam that are both periodic and buckled 
correspond to non-constant brake periodic orbits u of the system
] u" +  W  (u) =  0 where u =  f ^
1 0 )  \ y "
and the potential V  is given by V(ui,U2) =  f (u{)  +  | u \ • The equation can, 
after a further change of variables (see Section 3.8), be put into case (Cl) with 
n = m  =  1. In [HBT89], functions /  of the following form are considered
f ( x )  = x k — C\ X2 for all i G l ,
where k = 3 or k =  4 and C\ > 0. If k > 4 is even, a change of origin is all that is 
needed for /  to be covered by our theory. However, the case of odd k is excluded.
Previous work w ith indefinite kinetic energy
Early results on the existence of solutions of (1.1) when S  is indefinite [HofTol84, 
T0I88], were obtained by non-variational methods, for n = 1 and arbitrary m, 
under the simple hypothesis that the sub-level set {x  G Rn+m : V(x) < h} is 
bounded and convex with no critical points of V  on its boundary.
A maximisation approach was used by Buffoni [Buf96] for n = 1 and arbitrary 
m.  He used the fact that, for a suitable admissible class of functions, critical 
points of the functional
Jo
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admit a reparametrisation which transform them into solutions of (1.1).
Buffoni and Giannoni [BufGia95] tackled the case of general m  > 0 and n > 1 
with the product functional
M o )  = W ( W W ) d t J  ^  h - V ( q ( t ) ) d t j
and a generalisation of Benci and Giannoni’s linking argument [BenGia87]. As 
before, positive-valued critical points of J 3 correspond to solutions of (1.1). When 
S  is indefinite, Buffoni’s and Giannoni’s proof uses a Galerkin approach in an 
essential way; only when «/3 is somehow restricted to finite dimensions is there 
linking structure. Their hypotheses require the potential V  to be increasing on 
rays through the origin and to grow at least quadratically.
1.4 M onotonicity m ethod
In this thesis we use Struwe’s parameter-dependence method, also called the 
monotonicity method [Str88, AmbStr89] (see also [StrOO, Chapter II, Section 
9]), to extend the linking-Galerkin approach of [BufGia95]. Jeanjean proved a 
monotonicity result in an abstract setting [Jea99] that was further refined in 
[JeaTol98]. In order to illustrate our use of Struwe’s method we take a simple 
case and look at the functional J2 in the setting of the Mountain Pass Lemma.
Suppose V  G C 1(Mn, [0,00)) is even, V(0) =  0 and {x  G Rn : V{x) < h} is 
bounded for some h > 0. Let J2 be defined on the following Hilbert space
X  = { q €  w £ ?(R, R“) : 9(1 - t ) =  9(1 +  t), <?(-*) =  -Q(t)  Vt € R},
where the norm is given by ||9||2 =  / 0' \q'(t)\2 dt. Then J 2 € C 1 (X,  E) and 
^2(0) =  0. Since V(0) = 0  there exists r  > 0 such that
hr2
^2(9) > - z -  for all q G dB r, z
and since {x G Rn : V (x) < h} is bounded, there exists q* G X  with ||g*|| > r and
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J{q*) <  0- Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, there exists a sequence {gn} C X  satisfying
f 1 hr2
'Mtfn) =  Iknll2 /  h -  V(qn(t)) dt c >  —  and V J2(qn) 0 as n -> oo.
Jo *
The sequence {gn} is called a Palais-Smale sequence at level c > 0 and may be 
bounded or unbounded in X .  If all such Palais-Smale sequences have strongly 
convergent subsequences then the existence of a positive-valued critical point is 
immediately established.
An elementary calculation shows that every bounded Palais-Smale sequence for 
the functional J2 has a strongly convergent subsequence. Boundedness of Palais- 
Smale sequences can be deduced with additional assumptions on the potential V. 
For example, all positive level Palais-Smale sequences are bounded if there exists 
p > 0 such that pV(x)  < (VF(x),a:) for all x  £ Rn.
When no additional assumptions are made about the potential V,  the prob­
lem of getting bounded Palais-Smale sequences can be approached by the method 
of parameter dependence. Consider J2 as a member of a one-parameter family 
of functionals J2(h, •) with associated minimax level c(h). The minimax prin­
ciple can be arranged so that the function h c(h) is non-decreasing and so 
differentiable almost everywhere. For an energy ho for which c!(ho) exists, it can 
be shown by the techniques of Chapter 2, that there is a Palais-Smale sequence 
which is bounded in X  by d(ho) -I-1. So there is a solution of (1.1) for almost all 
h > 0 for which {x £ Rn : V (z) < h} is bounded.
1.5 Results of the thesis
In the first part of the thesis, the approach of Buffoni and Giannoni [BufGia95] 
is studied and extended to combine the linking-Galerkin approach with the para- 
meter-dependence method to obtain the existence of solutions of (1.1) without 
any growth assumptions on V  at infinity.
The existence results are a consequence of some abstract theory in Chapter 2 
which develops that in [BufGia95]. W hat is new here is an adaptation of Struwe’s 
monotonicity method [StrOO, Chapter II, Section 9] (see also [AmbStr89, Str88]) 
to Galerkin’s method. This yields a priori bounds that make possible the passage 
from the existence of finite-dimensional critical points to critical points in infinite
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dimensions. A simple application of Fatou’s lemma is all that is needed to make 
Struwe’s method uniform in a family of Galerkin approximations. This use of 
Fatou’s lemma is similar to that in [StrOO, pages 139-140]. Galerkin’s method 
ensures that only very weak hypotheses on the behaviour of V  are needed.
As in [BufGia95], Galerkin’s method is essential to show that the functional 
has linking structure (Theorem 2.3); the finite-dimensional setting is also essential 
in the important observation of Lemma 3.8.
Chapter 2 and the majority of Chapter 3 have been published in [CriTol04].
1.5.1 Potentials defined on finite dimensions
In case (Cl), that is when V  G C 1(Rn+m, [0, oo)) and m  > 0, n >  1, the hypoth­
esis V  > 0 distinguishes the roles of m  and n. Because of (1.1b) and (1.1c), the 
total energy h of a solution belongs to the range of V. Let
0 < 'Hiy)  := lim inf V(x).  (1.3)
|x| —>00
Then by (1.3) and the fact that V  is C 1, the set
A(V )  = { h e  [0, H{V))  : V(x) = h, V V (x )  =  0 for some x  G Rn+m} (1.4)
is closed relative to [ 0 and has zero measure by Sard’s theorem [Sar42]. 
When h G A (V )  there exists a constant solution u of (1.1a) where u = x e  Rn+m 
for some x  with V(x) = h.
The conclusions in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5 include the following:
(a) Suppose that V  G C 1(Rn+m, [0, oo)), 1^(0) =  0 and W  is bounded. Then 
there exists a solution of (1.1) for almost all h G (0, 'H(V)).
(b) If, in addition, |aj||W (a;)| —>■ 0 as |x| —> oo, the periodic solutions in (a) 
are uniformly bounded, provided that h is bounded away from /H{V), and 
there is a bounded even solution of (1.1a) and (1.1b) for all h G (0 ,H (F)).
(c) If, furthermore, (x, W ( x ) )  > 0 except when x = 0, then there exists a 
solution of (1.1) for all h G (0 ,% (F )).
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The bounded even solution in (b) may coincide with the periodic solution in
(a) when the latter exists; otherwise it may be a constant, or it may be non­
constant but not periodic. In this context the following observation in Section
3.4 is relevant: for all H  with 0 < H  < oo and for all relatively closed subsets 
A  of [0, H)  with measure zero satisfying a gap-sum condition [BatNor96], there 
exists a C2-function V  satisfying our hypotheses, 'H(V) = H,  and there are no 
solutions of (1.1) when h £ A. This leads to an example for which there are 
no brake periodic orbits with energies in an uncountable set. Clearly such an 
example does not satisfy the hypothesis of (c) above.
In Section 3.6 a mild condition on the growth of V  at infinity implies the 
existence of (periodic) solutions of (1.1) for all h > 0. This yields the main 
conclusion of [BufGia95] under somewhat weaker hypotheses.
When S  is positive-definite, the equality (1.1b) implies V(u(‘)) < h ; this 
simple a priori bound no longer holds if S  is indefinite. In Section 3.1, maximum 
principle arguments are used with conditions on the potential to get a priori 
bounds on u(-) when S  is indefinite. After the existence of brake periodic orbits 
have been established for almost all energies by linking-Galerkin arguments, the 
a priori bounds allow sufficient compactness to conclude, in Section 3.7, existence 
for a specified energy.
1.5.2 Evenness
In case (C2) we suppose V  £ Ca (Rn+m,R) and V(x) = V ( —x) for all x  € Rn+m. 
The evenness of the potential V  allows us to deduce compactness of Palais-Smale 
sequences under weaker hypotheses. In particular, after careful consideration of 
the linking structure, it is apparent that V  only has to be assumed positive on a 
Subspace W  of Rn+m, where W  has dimension m  +  1 and contains the negative 
eigenspace of S. (This also distinguishes the roles of n  and m.) We make the 
underlying assumption that
nw(V) := liminf V(x) > 0,|Ptyx|—>00
where Pw is the orthogonal projection of Rn+m onto W.  Our conclusions in 
Sections 4.2 and 4.5 include the following:
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(d) Suppose V  £ C 1(Rn+m,R) is even, F(0) =  0 < V(x)  for all x  € W  and 
|x ||V y(a;)| < 1 +  V(x)  +  |x| for all x  £ Rn+m. Then there exists a solution 
of (1.1) for almost all h £ (0,'Hw{V)).
(e) If, in addition, { P w X ,W ( x ) )  > 0 for all x  ^  0, and \V\ is bounded, then 
there exists a solution of (1.1) for all h £ (0,Hw{V))-
Even potentials are common in applications; for example, in the phase-front 
model [TerCha02] the corresponding potential function is even, of indefinite sign 
and the corresponding operator S  is indefinite.
1.5.3 Potentials with blow-up
In case (C3) we suppose V  £ C l (G, [0, oo)) where O is a bounded open subset 
of Rn+m containing the origin and limx-*doV(x) =  oo. The singularities of V  
at dO  introduce an extra problem not present for the other cases: convergent 
Palais-Smale sequences may converge to a limit whose orbit intersects with dO. 
Let Q, be the open set {q £ X  : q(t) £ O}. If the potential satisfies a ‘strong 
force condition’ of Gordon [Gor75], and {#„} C Q tends weakly and uniformly to 
q £ X  \  fi, then
Therefore, under the strong force condition, bounded positive-level Palais-Smale 
sequences of J 3 cannot converge to the singularity set dO. Chapter 5 includes 
the following result.
(f) Let V  £ C l {0,  [0,00)) satisfy F(0) = 0  and \\mx^Qo V(x) = 00. Suppose 
there exists an open neighbourhood Af  of dO  and U £ C l {Af fl O, [0, 00))
satisfying
(i) limx_^c? U{x) = 00
(ii) V(x) > \VU(x)\2 for all x  £ Af  fl O, and
(iii) ( W ( x ) , S x )  < 2 ( W ( x ) , x )  for all x  £ Af C\ O.
Then there exists a solution of (1.1) for almost all h > 0.
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1.5.4 Infinite dim ensions
The systems in the first three cases are finite-dimensional. In case (C4) we 
suppose V  E C 1(/2, [0, oo)). The existence of solutions of (1.1) is established 
for a countable number of energies. The main idea is summarised as follows. 
Consider a sequence of potentials V  o Pnj where Pn is an orthogonal projection 
of I2 onto an n-dimensional subspace satisfying ||(7 — Pn) x || —> 0 as n —> 00 
for all x  E h- Adapt the linking-Galerkin-monotonicity method of Chapter 2 to 
get brake periodic orbits of the finite dimensional system in such a manner that 
bounds on the orbits are independent of n. Then introduce hypotheses on V  to 
get a limit of the sequences that satisfies (1.1a) and (1.1c). Unless the potential is 
assumed to be even, the limiting energy is less than or equal to the energy of the 
approximating orbits. In cases (C4) and (C5), Sobolev spaces of Banach space 
valued functions are important; a summary of such spaces and the necessary 
integration theory is included in Appendices A and B. Chapter 7 discusses the 
special case of even infinite dimensional potentials. The conclusions of Theorem
6.6 and 7.2 include the following:
(g) Suppose V  E C'1(/2, [0,00)) satisfies:
(i) V’(O) =  0 < lim inf V(x)  =: 'Hi2(V),\x\l2-HX)
(ii) |ar||VVr(aj)| <  1 -I- V(x)  +  \x\ for all x  E I2,
(iii) if x k x  weakly in I2 as k -» 00 then W ( x k) —L W ( x )  weakly in l2 
as k —» 00,
(iv) if x k —5L x  weakly in I2 as k —> 00 then liminf V (x k) > V ( x ),k-too
(v) for each i E N, (VV’) i : h  —> R is uniformly continuous on bounded 
sets, where (a;)* denotes the z-th component of x  with respect to the 
standard basis on l2.
Then for each h > 0 there is a solution of (1.1) with energy h* E (0, h\.
(h) If, in addition, the potential V  is even, then there exists a solution of (1.1)
for almost all h E (0,'Hi2(V)).
In the result (g) above, it is an open question as to whether there is existence for 
almost all h E (0,
15
Chapter 2 
Galerkin Theory of Critical 
Points
Let X  be a separable Hilbert space and I / f  d a  closed subspace so that
X  =  Y  © Z  where Z  = Y L. For each i G N0 =  N U {0}, let Ei be a finite­
dimensional subspace of X  such that Ei =  (Ei fl Y)  ® (Ei n  Z), E\  fl Z  ^  0, 
Ei C Ei+i and Ui&s0Ei is dense in X .  Let fl be an open subset of X  with 0 G fl 
and let Vu(x)  denote the gradient at x  G fl, with respect to the inner product 
(•, •) in X ,  of a C 1-functional u : -» R and, if re G i^ f l fl, let Vj?z(x) G Ei denote
the gradient of its restriction to Ei with respect to the same inner product.
Let 0 < hi < h2 < oo, e € Ei (1 Z , \\e\\ = 1 and let V : fl —» [0,oo) be a 
C 1-functional such that V(0) =  0. Define
A(h) =  {x  G fl : V(x) < h}
and suppose
(VI) sup {/i > 0 : y +  fie G A(h2), y e Y }  = M  < oo;
(V2) Aj(/i2) := A(/i2) fl Ei is bounded for each i G No;
(V3) X ( i y c a
The set fl is used to handle potentials which blow-up on the boundary of their 
domain of definition (see Chapter 5). When we are not considering such a case 
we let fl equal X  and then condition (V3) is automatically satisfied.
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Suppose that t  : X  x  X  —» R is a continuous, symmetric, bilinear functional 
with
(Tl) r(y , z) — 0 for all (y , z) G Y  x Z\
(T2) t(z , z) >  c011^112 >  0 for all z G Z  \  {0};
(T3) r{y, y) < 0 for all y G Y ;
(T4) t (x , x ) =  0 for all (x , x ) G Ei x E(~.
Let
J ( h , x )  = t (x , x ) (h  — V(x)),  h e [ h i , h 2], x e  Cl.
2.1 Critical points of J ( h , •) in Et
Although it is possible to obtain the existence of critical points of J ( h ,  •) on 
Ei n f i  for alH  G N and for all h G [hi, h2], we could only establish part (i) of the 
following theorem for almost all h and for a subsequence {i*} C N. Part (i) is the 
essential step in the Galerkin approach to critical points in infinite dimensions 
when there are no growth hypotheses on V. Theorem 3.12 gives an example of 
non-existence solutions of (1.1) for a set of energies which has zero measure. The 
following is therefore our main result.
T h eo rem  2.1. For almost all ho G [^1,^ 2] there exists an increasing sequence 
{4} C N, real numbers (32 > fii > 0 and C > 0 such that restricted to Eik C\Cl the 
functional J ( h 0, •) has a critical point x* G E{k f lfi with the following properties:
(i) 0 < r(xk,Xk) < C (independent of k);
(ii) 0 < fii < \J{ho,Xk) < (32 < 00 (independent of k and ho);
(Hi) 2T(xk, x ) (h 0 - V ( x k)) = T(xk, x k) (V ikV(xk),x)  for all x  G E ik;
(iv) xk G Aik(h0).
The proof is via a sequence of lemmas, culminating in Theorem 2.6. For 
future reference let r0 := r(e, e) > 0. Define J  : [hi, h2] x X  —> R by
where z+ = max{0, z}, z £ R. By (V3), J(h,  •) is Lipschitz continuous for all 
h £ [/ii, h2}. Note that J { h , x )  = J(h ,x )  when J(h ,x)  > 0 and at all such points 
J(h,  •) is continuously differentiable with
(V J (h ,x ) ,x )  = 2 r (x ,x ) (h  — V(x)) — r(x,a:)(V V (2:) ,r)
for all x  £ X .  By continuity and since 0 G 11 there exists r  > 0 such that 
{x : ||z|| < r} C and V(x) < hi /2  if ||z|| <  r. Hence, by (T2),
inf {J(h, z) : z  G Z, \\z\\ = r} > Co hi r2/2  =: /3i for all h £ [hi, h?\. (2.1a)
In what follows we define, for each h £ [/ii,^2)> two linking sets (Lemma 
2.3) and a corresponding minimax level (equation (2.4)) for the one-parameter 
family of functionals J(h,  •) with h £ \h,h<^. In order to prove monotonicity of 
the minimax level (Lemma 2.4) it is necessary that the linking sets are fixed with 
respect to h £ [h, h?\. It is necessary to further restrict the range of the parameter 
h so that an important separation property holds (see equation (2.6)).
Let h £ [/ii, /12) be arbitrary but fixed. Then, by hypotheses (VI) and (T), 
for any h £ [h, /12],
sup {J(h, y + /ie) : fi > 0, y e  Y, y + fie G A(/i)} =
sup {(r(/ie +  2/,/ie +  y))+ (h -  V(y +  fie))+ : /x > 0, y  € Y, y +  fie £ A(h)}
< t 0 sup {y?(h — V(y +  /ie))+ : /x > 0, y € Y, y +  fie £ A(h)} < M 2t 0 h.
Hence for h £ \h, h2],
sup {J(/i, y  +  fie) : [x >  0, y  £ Y, y . + p e  £ A(h)} <  M 2T0 h2 =: /32 (2.1b)
and, from (T3),
sup {J{h, y) : y £ Y  fl A(/i)} =  0 for all h £ \h, h2]. (2.1c)
Therefore, by (VI), (2.1b) and (2.1c)
sup {J(h, y -f fie) : fi > 0, y £ Y, y +  fie £ dA(h )} <  M2r0 (h — h),
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for all h G [h, /12). Let h G (h, h<f[ then it follows that for all h G [h, h}
sup {J(h, y  +  pe) : p  > 0, y G V, 2/ +  pe G dA(/i)} < A /2 , (2.Id)
where A  is defined in (2.1a), if
0 < h - h < c o  A jL fe,E]c[A t,/»a], (2.2)
where Co is given in (T2). Let
S  = {z  e  Z  \ \\z\\ =  r} and Q{h) = { y  +  pe : y  G Y, p  > 0} fl A(/i).
Note that Q(h) C A(/i) for all h G [/fc, /i]- Lor each i G No put
Si =  S  fl Ei and Qi(h) = Q(h) D Ei
and let diQ(h) be the boundary of Qi(h) relative to Wi := span {e, EiC\Y}.  Note 
that
diQ(h) c ( F n  Ei fl A(h)) U (dA{h) fl {y  +  fj,e : y  G Y  D Eu /i > 0}). (2.3)
Let Ti(h) denote the set of all continuous functions 7 : Ei Ei such that 7
coincides with the identity on diQ(h).
Definition 2.2. [StrOO] A and diQ(h) link with respect to Ti(h) if (a) Si D 
diQ(h) = 0 and (b) 7 (Qi(h)) fl Si ^  0 for all 7  G I\(h) .
An important observation in Chapter 4 is that the following Lemma only 
requires Qi(h) to be a bounded open set.
Lemma 2.3. A and diQ(h) link with respect to Ti(h) and, for all h G \h,h], 
Si C Ai{h).
Proof. [StrOO] (a) Let x  G Si then x  G Z,  ||x|| =  r, and V(x) < h i / 2 < h by 
choice of r. Now x diQ(K) follows by (2.3) and Z  =  Y L.
(b) Let Pi denote the orthogonal projection of Ei onto Y  C\Ei. It suffices to show 
that, for all 7 G Tj(/i), there exists x  G Qi(h) with ||7 (z)|| =  r  and Pi(iy(x)) = 0.
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Define 7 : [0,1] x Qi(k) -* Wi by
7 (t,y  +  /ie) =  tPi('f(y + fie)) +  (1 -  t)Pt(y + ye) + ((1 -  t )y  -  tr)e
+ t h ( v  + Ve) ~ Pi(l(y +  t^))\\e-
Note that 7 is continuous and, from (V2), that Qi(h) is a bounded subset of W{. 
For y + fie e  Qi(h)
7(0,y  + fie) = y +fie.
Hence 7 (0,-) is the identity and so degB(Qj(/i),7 (0, •), 0) =  1. In order to use 
homotopy invariance of degree [Llo78, Theorem 2.1.2(2)] it is required that 0 £  
7 ([0, 1], diQ(h)). Suppose that y +  fie € diQ(h) and t e  [0, 1] with 7 (t, y +  fie) = 
0 G Wi.  Then
0 =  t\\y(y + f i e ) - P i ( y ( y  + fie))\\ + ( l - t ) f i - t r
=  t f i+  (1 — t)fi — tr, since 7 (y +  fie) = y +  fie, fi > 0 and ||e|| =  1,
=  fi — tr
and 0 = ty + (1 — t)y = y. But tre +  0 £ diQ{H), a contradiction. Hence, by 
homotopy invariance of degree, degB(Qi(h), 7 (1, -),0) =  1.
Therefore 7 (1, y+fie)  =  0 has a solution in Qi(h). Therefore, Pi ('y(y-\-fie)) =  0 
and H7 (y +  fie) — P ^ i y  4- /xe)) || =  r imply H7 (y +  fie) || =  r. This proves that Si
and diQ (h) link. To complete the proof of the lemma, note that the choice of r
means that 5  C A(h)  for all h > h\.  □
Let
Cj(/i,/i) =  inf max J ( h ,7 (2;)), h e [ h ,h ] .  (2.4)
................................................'rSri(h) x£Qi(h)
Since Si and diQ(ji) link in Ei it follows from (2.1a )-(2.1d) that
0 < j3i < inf J (h ,x )  < Ci(h,K) <  sup J(h ,x)  < < 00 (2.5)
xeSi X£Qi(h)
and, from (2.1c), (2.Id) and (2.3) that
max J(h, x) < /?i/2, h e [ h ,h ] ,  (2.6)xediQ(h)
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if h — h satisfies (2.2).
L em m a 2.4. For i E N0, the function h  »-)- C i ( h , h )  is non-decreasing on ( h , h ) .
Proof. Fix h,h  E [h, h] with h > h. Then for every 7 E there exists, by
(2.5) and (2.6), x  E Qi{h) such that
J (h , j ( x ) )  = max J ( h , ry(x)) > Pi > 0.
xeQi{h)
Therefore r ( nf{x) , j (x ))  > 0, V(7 (z)) < h and
max J ( h ,7 (x)) >  J(h ,y (x )) =  J(k ,y (x )) + (h -  h)r(y(x) ,y(x))
xeQi (h )
> max J{h,'y(x)) > Ci(h,h).
xeQi(h)
Taking the infimum of the left side over 7 E Ti(h) yields the required result. □
Let cj(/i, K) denote (dci/dh)  (h, K). The monotonicity of Cj(-, K) means that its 
derivative exists and is non-negative almost everywhere and, although equality 
need not hold (because Cj(-,h) may not be absolutely continuous [Fri82, Lemma 
2.14.4]),
f  c ' i ( h , h )  dh  <  C i ( h , h )  — C i ( h , h )  <  p 2 — A , by (2.5).
Jh
Let
c ( h , h )  : =  liminf cj(h,^), h  E [h, h].
i—too
Then, by Fatou’s lemma,
f  c(/i, h) dh < p2 — pi < 00.
Jh
So c ( h , h ) is finite for almost all h  E \h,  h\ .  Now choose, and fix, ho  E (h , h ) such 
that
0 < a  := c(ho,h) < 00. (2.7)
By definition there exists an increasing sequence {i*} in N such that
cik(ho,h)  <  a  +  1 j k  for all k  E N. 
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(2.8)
For convenience with notation we will write ck instead of Qfc, E k instead of E(k
etc., from now on. In this notation let S(k) > 0  be such that
Ck(h,h) -  ck{h0,h) < (a +  2/k)(h -  h0), (2.9a)
Ck{h,h) -  2(a +  3/k ) (h  -  h0) > 3 f t/4 , (2.9b)
if 0 < h — Hq <  8(k). The existence of S(k) is guaranteed by (2.5) and (2.8). For
any h G (h0, h) there exists 7 G Tk{fi) such that
max J (h , j ( x ) )  < ck(h,K) +  (h — ho)/k. (2.10)
xeQk(h)
For any such 7 and for all x  G Qk (h ) for which
J(h0, ”/(x)) > ck(hQ,h) -  (h -  h0) /k  (2.11a)
(2.9) and (2.10) imply that
r ( 7 (* ),7 (z)) =  J{h ' h — Hq
ck(h,h)  -  ck(h0,h) + 2(h -  h0) /k  
< ----------------- r— 7--------------------< a  +  4/*,tl — fl 0
for all h with 0 < h — ho < 8(k). It follows that if 0 < h — ho < 8(k), and 
inequalities (2.10) and (2.11a) hold, then
r ( /y (x) ,rf(x)) < a  + 4/k.  (2.11b)
Note also that when 7 satisfies (2.10) then for all x  G Qfc(h),
J(ho,l{x)) = ( r (7 ( i ) , 7 ( i ) ) ) + (ho -  V(7 (a:))) +
<  J(h ,y (x))
< ck(h,h)  +  (h — h0)/k ,  since (2.10) holds,
=  ck{ho,h) + ck(h,h) -  ck{h0,h)  +  (h -  h0) /k
< Ck{h0,h) + (a + 3/k)(h  -  h0) if 0 < h — h0 < 8(k). (2.11c)
Since A*(ho) is bounded in E k and r  is continuous, there exists ak € (0, such
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that
\r(x i ,x i)  — r (x 2, x 2)\ < l / k  when x\  G Ak(h0) and ||xi -  x 2\\ < &k- (2.12)
For h G (h0, h) let
A(h, k) = {x G E k D Vt: t ( x , x) < a  +  5 /&,
Ck(ho,h) -  (h -  ho)/k < J(h0,x) < ck(h0,h) +  (a  +  3/ k ) (h  -  /i0)} (2.13)
and define
dk(h) =  inf {||VfcJ(/io,z)|| : x  G A(h ,k)} .  (2.14)
The set A(h, k) is non-empty because of (2.11) and is a subset of A (h0) by (2.9b).
Since for each k G N the mapping J(/i0,*) : E k fl fl —> R is continuously 
differentiable at x  G Ek D Q whenever J(h0,x) > 0, there is associated with it 
(see [StrOO, Chapter II, Section 3]) a pseudo-gradient vector field on Dk := {x € 
E k n d  : J(ho,x) > 0 ,V J ( h 0,x)  ^  0}. That is, there exists a locally Lipschitz 
continuous mapping i/k : Dk —> Ek satisfying
(i) \Wk(x )\\ < 2min{||VibJ(/io,a;)||,l};
(ii) (vk( x ) ,V kJ(ho,x))  > min{||VibJ(/io,a;)||, l}||VfcJ(/i0>x)||.
Lemma 2.5.
mm{dk(h) , l}dk(h) < ^
fe
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the Lemma is false. For h with 0 < 
h — ho < S(k) let
A h =  {x  G fl :| J(h0,x) -  ck(h0,h)\ > 2(a + 3/k)(h  -  /i0)},
B h = {x  G fl :ck(h0,h) -  (h -  h0) /k  < J (h0,x)
< ck(h0,h) +  (a + 3/k)(h -  h0)}.
Note that AhC\ Bh = 0. Let N\  and N 2 be open subsets of Mn+m such that
{x  G E k : V kJ(h0, x) = 0} C Ni  C N 2 and N 2 fl A(h, k) =  0.
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The sets and N2 exist by the assumption that the Lemma is false and the fact 
that A(h,  k) is compact. Let
By hypothesis (V3), AhC\Ek C Q, so W  is locally Lipschitz continuous on E k 
and ||W(:z;)|| < 2 for all x  G Ek. Therefore the Cauchy problem
has a unique solution u{t\x) defined for all t and J(ho,u(t’,x))  is a decreasing 
function of t for all x. Now define a homeomorphism U on Ek by
where <Jk is defined in (2.12). If x  G dkQ{K) then (2.6) and (2.9) imply that x G Ah 
and so U(x) = x. This combined with the fact that U is a homeomorphism implies 
C/ o 7  g Tk(h) for all 7  G Tk(H). We consider in particular U 07  when 7  G Tjt(fi) 
satisfies the properties (2.11). Then there are two possibilities for x  G Qk{h).
In the first, J(h0, j (x ) )  < Ck(h0,h) — (h — ho)/k and consequently
because J (h0,u(t' , j(x)))  is decreasing in t.
In the second (2.11a), and hence (2.11b) and (2.11c), hold. For convenience 
let x = 7(0:) in this case. Then either
dist(rc, Ah) +  dist(a;, B h) dist(x, N\)  +  dist(:r, Rn+m \  N 2)
and define W  : Ek —>■ Ek by
x  G Dk, 
x & Dk.
(2.15)
u(t) =  W(u(t)),  u(0) =  x,
U(x) = u(ak;x), x  G E k
J(h0, U o 7 (x)) < ck(h0,h) -  {h -  h0)
J(h0,U(x)) < ck(h0,h) -  (h -  h0) / k ,
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or, since J(hQ,u ( t ’,x))  is decreasing,
J(h0,u(t-,x)) G [ck{h0,h) -  ( h -  h0) /k ,c k(h0,h) +  (a  +  3 / f c ) ( / i -  /i0)]
for all t G (0, cTfc). Suppose we are in the latter case, that is u(t-,x) G Bh for all 
t G (0, crk). Then, by definition of J  and (2.9b), u(t;x)  G A(ho) for all t G (0, cr*;). 
Because of the choice of <jk and the fact that ||W|| < 2, it follows from (2.11b) 
that
r (u ( t ’, x),u(t\  x)) < a  +  5/ k  for all t G (0, <jfc).
Hence u(t\ x) G A ( h , k) for all t G (0, ak) and so, by definition,
J(h0,U(x)) -  J(h0,x) -  [  (vk(u(t-,x), V kJ(h0,u(t]x))) dt
Jo
< J(h0,x) -  [  mm{\\VkJ{h0,u(t \x)) \ \A}\ \VkJ(h0,u(t-,x))\\dt
Jo
< J(h0,x)  -  ak mm{dk(h), l }dk(h),
by the definition of the pseudo-gradient and the fact that t i-> tm in{t, 1} is 
increasing. Since we are supposing that the conclusion of the Lemma is false
J(ho, U(x)) < ck(ho,h) + (a + 3/k){h -  h0) -  ak ( ia  + 4/ k )(h ~  h°)-j
=  ck(h0,h) -  (h -  h0)/k.
This shows that
max J{ho, U o 7 (0;)) <  ck(h0,h) — (h — h0)/k.  
xeQk(h)
Since U 07  g r k(h), this contradicts the definition of ck(h0, h), and the lemma is 
proven. □
T h eo rem  2.6. For all k G N there exists a critical point x k of J(ho,  •) in E k Cifi
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with
0 < ( 3 i <  ck(h0,h) = J ( h 0, x k) < fa] (2.16a)
0 < T(xk, x k) < ol +  5/A: (a independent of k)\ (2.16b)
2T(xk, x ) ( h o - V ( x k)) =  r (x k, x k) (V kV{xk),x) for all x  G E k. (2.16c)
Proof The existence of a critical point of J ( h 0, •) on E kn t t  with these properties 
is an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma, the fact that J ( h , x )  =  
J(h ,x)  whenever J(h ,x)  > 0, J ( h 0, •) G C ^ f^ R ), the compactness of A(h) in 
the finite-dimensional space E k and the estimates (2.5). □
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since h0 was chosen from a set of full measure in [h, h], 
and since the right side of (2.2) is independent of h, an arbitrary point of [hi, h2), 
Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 2.6 with C  =  a  +  5. □
2.2 Critical points in X
To extend the existence of critical points to the infinite dimensional setting we 
introduce the following hypotheses. In what follows j3i and /?2 are defined, in 
terms of V, r ,  hi and h2, by (2.1a) and (2.1b), and for almost all h the constant 
C, which depends on h, is given by Theorem 2.1. However, when it comes to 
verifying the following hypotheses in the context of brake periodic orbits, any 
P2 >  Pi > 0 and C > 0 will do. We suppose that, for almost all h G [hi, h2],
(HI) Ui€n{^ G Aj(h) : V i J ( h , x )  — 0, Pi < J ( h , x )  <  f t ,  0 <  r (x ,x )  < C} is a 
bounded set, denoted by R(h) C X , when /?2 > /ft > 0 and C > 0;
(H2) (N(x) ,x)  =  t ( x , x ) ( W ( x ) , x )  for all X G and x  G X  defines a compact 
operator N  on Ct;
(H3) if {a;*} C R(h) and V 47(h, Xi) -* 0 as i —> 00 in X*, then has subse­
quence which is strongly convergent in X .
Theorem 2.7. Let V and r  satisfy conditions (V) and (T) of Theorem 2.1 and 
suppose (H) holds. Then there exists /ft,/?2 G M such that for almost all h G 
[h i,h2] there exists x  G A(h) with V J ( h , x )  =  0, 0 < /ft <  f f (h ,x )  < /?2 and 
r (x ,x )  < a  (where a  is given by (2.7)).
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Proof. Since V and r  satisfy (V) and (T), all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied. Therefore, for almost all h G [hi, h2], there is an increasing subsequence 
{i*;} C N and 0 <  Pi < (32 such that, for each k , there exists x k G R(h) with 
Xk) =  0 and r(xk , Xk) < a  +  5/A;. For almost all h G [hi, h2] the hypothe­
ses (H1)-(H3) also hold with C = a - 1-5. Therefore, without loss of generality, we 
may assume tha t {rrfc} is bounded in S7 and, as N  is compact, that N ( x k) —> w 
as k —»■ 00, for some w G X .  Note that
II ikV J ( h , x k) =  V ikJ { h , x k) =  0,
where IIifc is the orthogonal projection from X  onto Eik. If x  G Ejf then r (xk, x) — 
0 by (T4), and
( V J ( h , x k),x)  +  (N (xk),x)  =  2r (x k,x)(h -  V(xfc)) =  0.
Therefore V J ( h , x k) -\- N ( x k) G E k. Hence
|| v j ( h ,  x k)\\ = ||n *  v j ( M * )  -  ( /  -  n j A ^ I I  =  ll(/ -  n ifc) iv (^ ) || 
< | | ( / - n ifc)u;|| +  ||iV(a;fc) - u ; | | - > 0,
as k -> 00. So, by (H3), {a;*} has a strongly convergent subsequence with limit 
x  G A(h) satisfying r(x,  x) < a. By (V3), x  G f2. Since J { h , •) is a C 1- functional, 
V J ( h , x )  =  0 and 0 < pi < J ( h ,  x) < (32. If x  G dA(h)  then J { h , x )  =  0 so 
x  G A(h). □
In certain circumstances, which in applications amounts to a growth condition 
on V, it is possible to find critical points for all h G [hi, h2],
(H4) When 0 < 0i < (32, the set
El := Uhe[huh2]{x G A (h) : V J ( h , x )  = 0, Pi < J ( h , x ) < fc}
is relatively compact in X .
T h eo rem  2 .8 . Suppose (T), (V) and (H1)-(H4) hold. Then for all h G [hi,h2] 
there exists x  G A(h) such that X J ( h , x )  =  0 and 0i < J ( h ,  x) < fi2.
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Proof. Fix h G [hi ^ 2) and let 0 < /ii <  /i <  < /1 < /i2 satisfy (2.2). Then
by Theorem 2.7 there exist sequences {hj}  C (h,h), {xj}  C X  and f t , /% £ R 
(independent of j)  such that; hj —> h as j  - > 00, ^  G A(/ij), 0 < f t  < J{h j ,X j)  < 
f t  and V J (h j ,X j )  = 0. In other words, {xj}  C 1Z. Therefore {xj}  has a strongly 
convergent subsequence. Since J  is a C'1-functional, J ( h j , x j )  —» J ( h , x )  and 




We turn now to a concrete realisation of the space X  and the functional J ,  the 
critical points of which yield solutions of (1.1). Let
X  = { q €  W l£{R, Rn+m) : q(t) = q{2 +  t) and q{- t)  = q(t) Vi e  R},
which is a Hilbert space when endowed with inner product
(Qi,Q2) =  [  (qi(t),q2(t)) + (q[(t),q'2(t))dt.
Jo
Define J  : R x X  —> R by
J (h ,q )  = r { q ,q ) (h - V { q ) )  (3.1)
where V : X  —> R and r  : X  x  X  R are given by
■ V(q) = [  V(q{t))dt and r(qu q2) = [  (Sq[( t) ,^ ( t) )  dt,
Jo Jo
where the operator S  is defined in (1.2). Clearly r  is a continuous symmetric 
bilinear functional on X .  Therefore, by Theorem C .l, J  is C 1 on R x X  since V  
is C \
Lemma 3.1. For h > 0, critical points q of with J (h ,q )  > 0 can be
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re-scaled in t to give solutions of (1.1) with t\  =  0 and
t2 =  J(h,q)  Q
2 { h - t i V ( q ( t ) ) d t f
Proof For such a critical point, q G C 2(R, Rn+m),
Sq"(t) + t l w ( q ( t ) )  = 0, q'(0) =  g '(l) =  0, and
^(Sq'(t) ,q'(t))+tlv(q(t))  =  J  q'(t)) +  t2aV(q{t)) dt =  tjjA.
Therefore u(t) = q(t/ to) is a solution of (1.1). □
3.1 A priori bounds
Before going further we prove two elementary results on the boundedness of 
solutions of (1.1), which are useful when V  is bounded or of slow growth and 
significant because the Hamiltonian is not coercive.
T h eo rem  3.2. Suppose that
2(y (x )  — h) — {S x , VF(a:)) >  0 for all x with |:r| > R.
Then |u(t)| < max{i2, |u(t0)|, |^ (ti)|}  i f  u satisfies (1.1).
Proof Suppose tha t u satisfies (1.1) and let f ( t )  =  |u (t)|2/2. Then /(to) =  
\u(t0)\2/ 2, f ( t i )  = |u (ti) |2/2  and, if the result is false, there exists a maximiser 
t* G (t0, ti) of /  at which f"(t*) < 0 and \u(t*)\ > R. Therefore
o>f"( t*)  =  \u'(t*)\2 +  (u(nu"(t*))
=  K(«*)|2 -  5 V V (u (f)))  by (1.1a)
> — (Su'(t*), u'(t*)) — (u(t*), S W (u ( t* ) ) )  by definition of S  
= 2(V(u(t*)) - h ) -  (u(t*), SVV(u(t*)))  by (1.1b)
> 0
because of our hypothesis. This contradiction completes the proof. □
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Remark 3.3. The hypothesis of this theorem is commonly satisfied when V  is 
bounded or grows sub-linearly at infinity. For example, when V  is bounded and 
lim^i^oo |x| | W( x) |  =  0, solutions u of (1.1) lie in a ball with radius independent 
of h when Ti iy)  — h >  5 for some S > 0.
The next a priori bound on the range of solutions of (1.1) also uses a maximum 
principle. This time an assumption on the Hessian of V  is made necessitating 
the assumption of higher differentiability of V.  A potential V  is given, with slow 
growth, that satisfies the hypothesis of the Lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose there exists r > 0 such that whenever x  G Rn+m and 
V(x) > h  + r,
( S V V (x ) ,V V (x ) )  < (V 2V(x)y ,y )  for all y € Rn+m with (S y , y ) < - 2 r.
Then if u is a solution of (1.1) with energy h,
V(u(t)) < h + r, for all t  G R.
Proof Let u be a solution of (1.1) with energy h, and define f ( t )  =  h — V(u{t)) 
for all t G R. Since u'(0) =  0 =  u'(t0), /(0 ) =  0 =  f(to) by (1.1b).
Suppose the conclusion of the Lemma is false. Then there exists a global 
minimiser t* G (0,£o) of /  with /"(£*) > 0 and f(t*) < —r. Hence, by (1.1b),
i ( 5 « ' ( r ) , u '(i*)) =  h -  V (« ( f )) <  - r .  (3.2)
Then, = —(VV(u(t*)),u'(t*))  and, by (3.2) and (1.1a),
0 <  /"(**) =  - ( V 2V(u(t*))u'(t*),u'(t*)) +  (SVV(u(t*)),  VV(u(t*))) < 0.
This palpable contradiction completes the proof. □
Corollary 3.5. Suppose there exists r > 0 such that whenever x  G Rn+m and 
V(x) > h + r,
|W ( x ) |2 < 2rm(x),
where m(x) := inf\y\=i('V2V(x)y ,y )  is the least eigenvalue o f V 2V{x).  Then if u
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is a solution of (1.1) with energy h,
V (u(t)) < h +  r, for all t G R.
□
R em ark  3.6. I f  the condition in Lemma 3.4 is satisfied for some h*,r > 0, then 
all solutions of (1.1) with energy h < h* satisfy
V(u(t)) < h* +  r, for all t  G R.
This means that if there is a sequence of solutions, denoted {un}, of (1.1) with 
energies hn G (0, h*) and 0 < h* < H i y )  then {un} is bounded in L°°.
In practice, when verifying the condition, it is sufficient to consider 2r  < \y\2, 
since this is implied by (Sy,y) < —2r.
The next example shows that the condition in Lemma 3.4 can be satisfied for 
some V  with slow growth.
Let V(x)  =  g{\x\) for all x  G Rn+m where g : R -» [0, oo) is continuously 
differentiable and such that whenever g(s) > h + r with s > 0,
(i) g"(s) +  g'(s)s~1 < 0 and (ii) 0 <  g'(s)2 < 2r(g"(s) +  2p '(s)s-1).
Such a condition holds if, for example, r > 1/2 and g(s) =  logs whenever 
s > exp(h +  r). Then for all x , y , z  G Rn+m with x ^  0, W ( x )  =  |rc|)|a;|—1rc
and
,n 2 ,«  \ \ fl"(W ), x, x , S '(k l) ( ,  s , {x,y)(x ,z ){Vi V{x)y,z)  = . i- (x , y ) ( x , z ) +  (z,y)  +
\xr \x\ \ \x
Suppose that |rr| > exp(h +  r) and \y\2 > 2r. Then by Schwarz’s inequality and
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( V 2V(x)y, y)
and hence by (ii) and the fact that \y\2 > 2r,
> </(W)2 > S 'dxl)2- ^ -
=  (S W (x ) , W (z )> .
3.2 Existence for almost all energies
To apply Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 to J  let
Ei =  span{e_?)A; : 0 < k < i ,  1 < j  < m  + n}, i G N0,
where, for 1 <  j  < n +  m  and k G No,
ej,k(t) := (0, . . . ,  0, cos knt  , 0, . . . ,  0) G Rn+m. 
j-th  coeff.
For each q G X  write q(t) = (z(t ) ,y ( t)) where 2:(t) G R" and y(t) G Rm. Let 
y  =  { ( c , y ) e X : c e  R n } ,
Note that Hei^H =  1 and put (e,0) =  e^i G Ei  fl Z.
L em m a 3.7. I f  q G Ek \  {0}; then q(t) =  0 at most at finitely many points
t e  [0, 1].
Proof. Since every element of Ei is real-analytic, the result is immediate. □
L em m a 3.8. Suppose {qj} is a sequence in Ei with ||<7j|| —> oo as j  -> oo. Then 
for all 7  £  (0 ,1) there exists a set U C [0,1] with measU > 7  and a subsequence 
{qjk} (independent of 7) such that \qjk{t)\ —> 00 uniformly for t £ U.
Proof. All elements of Ei are continuous functions and since Ei is finite dimen­
sional, all norms on Ei are equivalent. Let || • || denote the usual Loo-norm 
on Ei. We may assume \\qj\\ 7^  0. Define a bounded sequence of functions 
in Ei by putting Wj = II* Therefore there exist a subsequence {wjk}
and w £ Ei, such that Wjk w uniformly on [0,1] where ||u?|| =  1. Let 
U = {t £ [0,1] : |iu(£)| > 2e}. Since {t £ [0,1] : w(t) = 0} is a finite set 
and w is continuous we can choose e > 0 sufficiently small so that meas U > 7 . 
Then
I f e W I  =  I l f c J K i W I  >  I l f e l K M O l  -  H O  -  " > » ( * ) I) 
>  l i f e l i n e  -  M 0 -  t f e ( i ) l )  - >  0 0
uniformly for t £ U. □
We make the following hypotheses on V :
(V 'l) 0 =  V(0) < H(V)  (defined in (1.3));
(V'2) there exist K, M, G > 0 and 0 < 7 < 2 such that
(z, dzV(z,  y ) ) < K  + M V (x)  +  G\x \7
for all x — (z, y) £ Rn+m.
The hypotheses (V 'l) and (V'2) do not determine whether V  is bounded or un­
bounded and (V'2) is satisfied even if V  and VV are both bounded. Observation
(a) in the Introduction is a special case of the next result.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose V  satisfies hypotheses ( V ' l )  and (V'2). Then there 
exists a solution of (1.1) for almost all h £ (0, 'H{V)).
Proof. First we observe tha t (T l) holds because S(Y)  C Y,  Y  = Z 1 and S  is 
self-adjoint. That (T4) holds follows trivially from the definitions of S  and Ei.
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To see that (T2) holds, let q = (z, 0) G Z. Then Wirtinger’s inequality and the 
definition of Z  imply that there exists cq > 0, independent of q G Z,  such that
r (q ,q )= [  \z'(t)\2 dt > c0 f  \z(t)\2 + \z'(t)\2 dt = cQ\\q\\2.
Jo Jo
To show (T3), note that q e Y  implies that q =  (c, y) where c is a constant and 
therefore
T(q,q) = ~  f  W(t)\2dt < 0 .
Jo
Next we verify hypotheses (V). For the purpose of applying Theorem 2.7, let 
0 < hi < h2 < J iiV)  be arbitrary but fixed. The assumption 1/(0) =  0 ensures 
V(0) = 0.
To show that (VI) holds, define g : [0, oo) —► [0, oo) by
g{p) =  inf V(x).
M > P
Note that g is positive, increasing and by (V 'l), lim g(p) = Suppose
p—¥00
(c, y) +  /i(e, 0) G A(h2) with p >  0 and c G Rn. Then by definition of A(h2)
h2 > f  V(c + pe ,y )d t  > [  g(\(c + fj.e,y)\)dt 
Jo Jo
n m
= /  s((13lCi + ^ <5l-iCOS7rtl2 + Xll!/iWI2)5) dt
Jo i= l i= l
> / g(\ci +  /iCOS7rt|) dt,
Jo
where c\ G R. Suppose that there exists sequences {pk}, {ci^} C R with g,k oo 
as k -4 oo! Then \ci)k +  p k cos7r£| —> oo as k —>■ oo and, as in Lemma 3.8, there 
exists a set C7 C [0,1] with meas U > h2/'H(V)  and an increasing subsequence 
{kj} C N such tha t \ciikj + pkj cos7r£| -> oo uniformly for t G U as j  —> oo. Hence
h2 > g(\citkj + fik jC0S7Tt\)dt> /  g(\cifkj+fjLk jc o s i r t \ ) d t ^ H ( V )m e a s U  
Jo Ju
as j  —> oo, which contradicts the fact that meas U > h2/'H{V). This shows that 
(VI) is satisfied by V.
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To see that (V2) holds suppose that there exists {<&} C A(h2) fl for fixed 
i G No, such that \\qk\\ —>■ oo as k —► oo. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 there exists an 
increasing sequence {kj} C N and U C [0,1] with meas U > h2/ 'H(V)  such that 
\Qkj(t)| —> oo uniformly for t G U. Then
as j  —> oo, which contradicts the fact that meas U > h2j 'H{y}.  This completes 
the proof that hypotheses (T) and (V) are satisfied and ensures that Theorem 2.1 
applies to the brake-periodic-orbit problem. Now we verify hypotheses (H1)-(H3). 
(HI) Let 72 > 71 >  0, D > 0 be arbitrary and fixed. Consider the set
R  = Uien{q € Ai(h) : V iJ (h ,q )  =  0, 7i < J (h ,q )  < 72,0 < r(q,q) < D}.  (3.3) 
Let q G R, then
Now (Vt7(/i, q), q) =  0 and J{h ,  q) > 71 > 0 with q =  (z, y) together imply that
meas U
and
f  h -  V(q(t)) 
Jo
I \ w ( q ( t ) ) , q ( m
Jo
=  f  (z(t),dzV(q(t))) + (y(t) ,dsV(q(t)))dt.  (3.6)
Jo
Sinee S(Ei) C Ei for all i G No, q), Sq) =  0 and so
1
2
[  (Sq'(t) ,q'(t))dt f  ( W (q(t)),Sq(t)) 
Jo Jo
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Therefore, since J (h , q) >  0,
f k ' i t W d t  =
Jo
2/U _  fo W W .l 'W )  d* Jo (v v  (g(«)). Sq(t)) dt
2 f i h ~ v (q(t))dt
(fo (Sg'(t), Q'(t)) d t) /„ (VV(g(f)), Sq(t)) dt 
2 J (h ,q )
and, from (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and since q £ A(h),
j \ q ' { t ) \ 2dt < ^ - j \ v V ( q ( t ) ) , S q ( t ) ) d t
=  (*(<)>dzV(q(t))) -  (y{t),dyV(q( t)))dt
= — f  (z(t),dzV ( q ( t ) ) ) - h  + V(q(t))dt  
7i Jo
K 7T  f  <zW > ^ y (9W ))d t-7i Jo
This together with hypothesis (V'2) yields
J  \q'{t)\2d t < ^ - ( K  + M h  + G \q(t)pdt
(3.7)
< y ( K  + M h  + G ^ j \ q ( t ) \ 2d t j  | ,  (3.8)
by Jensen’s inequality. Since q £ A(h),
[  p (k W I)d t<  [  V ( q ( t ) ) d t < h  
Jo Jo
where limP^ 00g(p) =  J i i y )  > h as r oo. Therefore
sup min | q(t)\ = P  < oo
qEA(h) ^ [ 0 ,1]
and so
l?(t)|2 < p 2 + 2||g||1a||g'||La. (3.9)
Combining (3.9) and (3.8) yields that R  is bounded in X .  Therefore (HI) holds.
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From the definition of AT : X  —» X ,
(N(q),v) = f  (Sq'{t),q'(t))dt [  (WV(q(t)), v(t)) dt,
Jo Jo
for all q,v G X. Let {<&} be bounded in X . Choose a subsequence, relabelled 
{gj}, such that
qi —^ q for some q G X,J  (Sq^t), q'i{t)) dt —>• s for some s G R, 
qi -> q, W f e )  W(<?) in L°°.
Then
|( X f e ) - X f e ) ,u ) |
< 1 /  -  (Sq'k{t),q'k{t))dt (  (VV(qk(t)),v{t))dt
I jo «/o
+  I f  I /  (VV(®(i)) -  VV (gk{t)),v(t))dt
|jo I |Jo
=  £»,fc|MI where £^k -> 0 as z, A: —> oo.
Therefore ||^V(ft) — X(<7jfc)|| —>• 0 as z, k —> oo and (H2) holds.
Finally to show (H3), suppose that V J (h ,q i )  —> 0 in X*  as i —> oo, where 
{<&} C R. Recall that for v G X ,
(VJ(h tq M  =  2 [ \ s 4 ( t ) , i / ( t ) ) d t  f 1 h - V ( qi(t))dt
Jo Jo
-  f  {Sq'ii t frfi tyydt f  (VV(qi(t)) ,v(t))dt.
Jo Jo
Since {<&} C R, which is bounded in X , we may suppose, without loss of gener­
ality, that (for a subsequence)
qi q in X, Qi q in L°°, W(<fc) -> VV{q)  in L°°. (3.10)
Since S(qi — q) is bounded in X  (because R  is bounded) and V J (h ,q i )  —> 0 in
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X* it follows that
as i —> oo. Therefore, for a subsequence,
K, f \ s ^ ( , t ) , S m t ) - r f ( t ) ) ) d t - K 3 f < W (« ( t) ) ,5 (« ( t)  -  j ( t ) ) > * - f  0
Jo Jo
as j  —> oo, for some K\  > 271 / D  and 0 < K 2 < D. It follows from this 
observation and (3.10) that
But q[ —L in L2 and | |^ | | l2 -► lk#IU2 together imply that q[ —> q' in L 2. Now
together with ^  —» q in L°° implies -» <7 in L2. Hence qi q in X , as required.
Thus (H3) holds.
We have shown that all the conditions of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. Therefore 
there exists /?i,/?2 € R such that for almost all h 6 [h i,h2] there is a q £ X  
satisfying
q e A ( h ) ,  V J ( h ,q )  = 0 , 0 < P i < J ( h , q ) < p 2 and r ( q , q ) < a , (3.11)
where /3i and /?2 are independent of h G [hi, h2] and a , given by (2.7), is dependent 
on h. Then by Lemma 3.1 there exists a solution of (1.1) for almost all h £ [hi, h2]. 
Since hi and h2 were chosen arbitrarily in (0, 7/(V)) the proof is complete. □
C oro lla ry  3.10. I f V  satisfies (V'2) and 0 <  V(x)  < J-iiV) for all x  G X ,  there
and, since q[ —1 q1 in L2
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exists a brake periodic orbit for almost all h £ (0,'H(V)) and no brake periodic 
orbit for any h > /H(V).
Proof. By Theorem 2.7 there exists a brake periodic orbit for almost all h £ 
(0,?{(V)). By (1.1b) and (1.1c), the energy of a brake periodic orbit must lie 
in the range of V. Hence, by the hypothesis on V, no such orbits exist with
We now introduce another hypothesis on V  which can replace (V'2).
(Bl) there exists Af  C Rn+m and B  > 1 such that Rn+m \ A f  is compact and
Condition (Bl) allows V  to have arbitrary growth which is essential when con­
sidering singular potentials in Chapter 5.
T h eo rem  3.11. Theorem 3.9 remains valid when hypothesis (V'2) is replaced 
by hypothesis (Bl).
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.9, hypothesis (V'2) is only used in the verifica­
tion of (HI). It is sufficient to prove that supqeR ||<7' | | l 2 < oo where R  is defined 
on page 36. Let q £ R  then by (3.7)
□
( W (z ) ,  Sx)  < B (V V(x ) ,  x) for all x e A f .
(fo W ( f ) ,  q‘(t)) d t) fo(VV(q(t)) ,  Sq(t)) dt 
2J(h ,  q)
[  ( W ( q ( t ) ) , S q ( t ) )d t  by (3.4) and (3.5) 
Jo
Since Rn+m \ f f  is compact,
C  := m ax{<W (x), Sx),  ~ ( V V (x ) , x )  : x  £ Rn+m \  Af} < oo. (3.12)
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Therefore
H  k 'W I2dt < ^-J\vv(q(t)),sq(t))dt
= T - \ !  (V V (9(t))< S l i t ) )  d t + [  (VV(q(t)), Sq(t)) d t}
^7l U  {t:q(t)eRn+m\M }  J{t:q(t)eM} )
< \ c  + B  [  (V V (jW ), g(t)> d t )  by (3.12) and (Bl),
^7l I J{t:q(t)eM} J
= f - f c  + B([\vV(q(t)),q(t))dt- f  {VV(q(t)),q(t))dt)}
z 7 l  I \ J 0 J{t:q(t)eRn+m\Ar} J  J
D 2
< —  {C +  £ (2 /i  +  C)} by (3.6) and (3.12).
2j i
Hence sup?Gi? \ W \ \ l 2 < oo as required. □
3.3 The period is related to  the derivative of the  
minimax function
Existence of brake periodic orbits of (1.1) for almost all h € (0, 'H(V)) have 
been established in Theorem 3.9. In particular, for each h € ( 0 for which 
existence is a consequence of Theorem 3.9, (3.11) gives
* q € A(h), V J ( h , q )  = 0, 0 < f t  <  J (h ,q )  < and r ( q , q ) < a ,
where a  = liminfj^oocj(h,h) as defined in (2.7). By Lemma 3.1, q can be re­
scaled in time to give a solution of (1.1) with t\ = 0 and
2 =  J i h ,q )  = r i q , q f  , . ■
2 ( h - V ( q ))2 2 J (h ,q )
Z P l i->oo
The value to is a multiple of the half-period of the orbit. A stronger result 
relating period to energy was proved by van Groesen [vanG86] in the case when
S  is positive definite and under assumptions that included the convexity of V.
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3.4 Non-existence for energies in a set of zero
measure
Here we seek to say that there are no solutions with energies from a wide class of 
prescribed sets of zero energy. Recall that the set A(V)  defined by (1.4) is rela­
tively closed with zero measure. The following discussion is based on [BatNor96]. 
The complement of a compact set C  in R is a countable union of disjoint open 
intervals, the bounded intervals are called the gaps of C  and Qc denotes the set 
of gaps. For a  > 0 the degree-a gap sum of C  is
Ga(C) =  ^  | / |Q, where \ I \ = m e a s I .  
i eG c
T h eo rem  3.12. Let 0 < H  < oo and let A  C [0, H) be closed relative to [0, H) 
with 0 G A, meas A  =  0 and G\/2{A fl I) < oo, whenever I  is a compact interval 
in R. Then there exists a C2-function V  : Rm+n —> [0, H), with V(0) =  0, 
V(x) —> H  as |x| -¥ oo and W  bounded, such that there are no solutions of (1.1) 
with h G A. (In particular, (V ' l )  and (V'2) hold, W V )  = H  and A (V )  =  A.)
Proof. Let V(x) = f(\x\) , x  € Rn+m where /  is the function whose existence is 
established in Lemma 3.15. Now suppose that there exists a solution of (1.1) 
with h € A. Then (1.1c) and (1.1b) imply that F(g(0)) =  h G A  and hence 
VF(g(0)) =  0. It follows that the constant q(0) satisfies (1.1a) and (1.1b). Since 
V  is C2 the uniqueness theorem for initial value problems gives q(t) = q{0) for 
all t. Therefore, for this choice of potential energy function V,  (1.1) has no brake 
periodic solutions with energy h G A. □
L em m a 3.13. Let B  C R be compact and f  : R —> R be continuous on R and n 
times continuously differentiable o n R \ B .  Suppose
(a) | / ^ ( x ) | —> 0 uniformly as x  —» B, x  G R \ B ,  i = 1 , . . .  ,n,
(b) | f (x )  -  f (y )  | =  o(\x -  y\) as \x -  y \ 0, uniformly for all x , y  e  B,
where /W denotes the ith derivative of f .  Then f  G Cn(R).
Proof. Let e > 0. By (a) and (b) there exists 6 > 0 (independent of i) such that 
for alH  G { 1 ,. . . ,  n}; |/^ (a ;) | < e whenever x  G R \  B  and dist(a;, B) < <5; and
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e\x—y\ whenever x , y  £ B  and \x—y\ < S. F ix x £ B  and let y £  R 
be such that 0 < \x — y\ < 6. Suppose y > x  and let b = max{z  £ B  : z < y}- 
(If y < x  then consider b =  min{2: £ B  : z > y}.) Then since B  is compact 
and x £ B, b £ B  and b < y. Note that if b /  y, (6, y) C R \  B,  so /  is 
continuous on [b, y] and n  times differentiable on (b,y). Moreover, by (a), each 
of the n  derivatives may be extended to continuous functions on [b, y]. Therefore 
the fundamental theorem of calculus applies to f^\[b,y] for each i £ { 1 , . . . ,  n}.
We now claim that f ^ ( x )  =  0 for all x £ B  and i £ { 1 , . . . ,  n}. To prove the 
case i =  1 note that
Hence f^l+1^ (x) =  0 for all x £ B.  Therefore f^n\ x )  = 0 for all x £ B  by
L em m a 3.14. Let A  C [0, oo) be compact with meas A  =  0, 0 £ A and Qi/2(A) <
increasing, f f(t) =  0 i f  and only if f ( t )  £ A, and }"{t) =  0 i f  f ( t )  £ A.
Proof. Let Qa — {Ii '■ i € N} be the gaps of A  and put Qx =  {i £ N : sup Ii < x).  
The hypothesis G\/2{A) < oo can be written \ h \1^ 2 < oo.
Bois Reymond [Bro42, Art. 16(5), page 47]. For k £ N, put rk l =
If(y)  -  f (x ) \  < If (y )  -  f(b) I +  |/(6) -  f { x )I
< s(y — b) +  e{b — x) =  e(y — x)
and therefore f ’{x) =  0 for all x £ B.  Now suppose that the claim holds for some 
i £ { 1 ,... ,n  — 1}. That is f ^ ( x )  = 0 for all x £ B.  Then
l / (i)(y) -  / w (*)| <  I/ '% )  -  / w (6)| + 1f (i)(b) -  /» (* ) !  
=  l / % ) - / w (&)l
induction. This combined with (a) yields that /  £ C n(R). □
oo. Then there exists f  : [0,1] —> [0,supA] such that f  is C2, onto, strictly
The construction of the following sequence {r^} which follows is due to du
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Then {r*} is an unbounded monotone sequence of positive terms with
o < V n \ h \ 1/2 =  rk+1 L* < 2 ( ^ =  -  - L = )  .
Tk+ly/Tk V v n t  \A /b+l J
(The inequality follows from the convexity observation that 2(1 — y/x) > 1 — x, 
x  G (0,1), by putting x = r ^ / r ^ i . )  Since the right hand side is the kth positive 
term of a series with sum 2/^/ri ,  the left side (by the comparison test) is the 
kth term of a series with finite sum, r, say. Let rrii =  y/rl/r.  Then rrii —¥ oo as 
i oo and ^2 ieNrrii\Ii\1/2 = 1-
Now define h : A —> R by h(x) = J2iegx For x iU ^ ^  with x < y
there holds Qx C Qy without equality. So h is strictly increasing on A. Since 
GsuvA =  N and 0 G A  there holds respectively, h(supA) =  1 and h(0) =  0.
Suppose x  G A  is not an isolated point and let x n G A  be such that x n —» x 
as n  —» oo. Define H, Hni G : N —> [0, oo) pointwise by
H { i ) = X g x{i)mi\Ii\1l2, Hn(i) =  X Sxn(z)mi \Ii \1/2, G(z) =  m ^ 2.
Note that for each i E N, Hn{i) —» H(i)  as i —> oo and, moreover, for each 
n  G N, Hn is dominated by G. Since G G L1(N, di), the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem applies to yield
giving that h is continuous. If we put B  =  h(A) then B  is a compact subset 
of [0,1] with meas B  =  0. Also, h : A  -* B  is a continuous bijection between 
compact sets, implying that h is a homeomorphism. Denote the inverse of h by 
9•
Let x , y  G A  with x ^  y, and let V XtV =  (Qx \  Qy) U (Qy \  Qx) C N. Then 
minX^y —> oo uniformly as \x — y\ —> 0, otherwise there exists N  G N and 
sequences {xn}, {yn} such that \xn — yn\ -> 0 as n —> oo with minX>Xn < N  for 
all i G N. Then one of { / i , . . . ,  I #} is contained in (xn, yn) for all n G N, which 
is a contradiction.
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Then for x , y  G A  with \x — y\ < 1, there holds |/j| < 1 for all i G V XtV and
Therefore, |^(x) — g(y)\ = o(\x — y |) uniformly for all x, y G B  as \x — y\ —> 0.
Since h is bijective, there is a one-to-one correspondence between gaps of
A  and gaps of B.  If G Qa, denote the corresponding gap of £  by (a^bi). 
By the definition of g , 6; — a* =  rajl/jl1/2. Since measB =  0 and J3 C [0,1],
E ie r A  “  =  1 and B  =  U ieN^*
Let s : [0,1] —► [0, oo) be a smooth function such that; s(t) > 0 whenever
t G (0,1), sW(0) =  0 =  5^ ( 1) for alH  G N U {0} and s(t) dt = 1.
Define F  : R —>■ [0, oo) by
and let /  : R —► [0, oo) be defined by f ( x )  = f *  F(t)dt.  Note that /  is strictly 
increasing on [0,1], smooth on R \ B ,  continuous on R and f ( x )  = 0 for x  <  0. 
Suppose x  G B  = U»GN{a*5 h}  then
Therefore \ f(x)  — f (y)\  = o(\x — y |) uniformly for x, y G B  as \x — y\ —► 0.
By the definition of s : [0,1] —» [0, oo) there exists a  > 0 such that, for all
|h(x) -  h(y)| _  J2 ievx,y m*l^|1/2 ^  ^2 j£VXty
x y I E * * . ,  1-^*1 12 ievx,y Ui
> m in{rrii : i G V x<u} =  m minVx y.
= ‘mi\Ii \1/2 = ^2  |A| = g(x).
'/-n "H * ni£Gg(x) i£Gg(x)
t e  [0,1]
max{s(t), |s'(^)|} < am ax{t, 1 — t}.
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Fix e > 0 then for t G (a*, 6*),
F( t) =  M ! s (  * ^  )  < — * ° i/2, l -  *, *  }
rrii \m i\I i \ 1 )  rrii mi\Ii\ll2 mi\Ii\ll2
= max{£ -  cii, mi\Ii\1/2 -  (t -  a*)}
m i
a
=  dist(t, {a*, bi}) < e,
mf
whenever dist( t ,B)  < ea~lm\.  Hence \ f ' ( t)\  = F(t) —> 0 as dist(t ,B)  —> 0.
For 5 > 0 let N$ = {i € N : bi — a,i > 5}. Note that Ns is a finite subset of N. 
Choose S sufficiently small so that a  ra~?n < e. Now if
dist(t ,B)  < min{£, — mm{m\\I i\1^ 2 : i G Ns)}, 
a
and t G (a*, bi),
m?
t \  
TTlillil1/2)
a
Hence f ^ ( t )  —> 0 uniformly as f —► B  for i € {1,2}. Finally a direct application 
of Theorem 3.13 completes the proof. □
L em m a 3.15. Let A denote the set in Theorem 3.12. Then there exists a C2- 
function f  : [0, oo) —> [0,H)  which is non-decreasing on [0, oo), with f ( 0) =  
/'(0 ) =  0, / '  bounded and f '( t)  =  0 i f  and only if f ( t )  G A.
Proof. Let K  =  sup A  and consider first the case when K  < oo. Then { K } i l A  =  
A  is compact. Note that K  does not necessarily lie in A. By Lemma 3.14 there 
exists a C2-function u : [0,.l] —> [0, K] such that u is non-decreasing, onto and 
u'{t) = 0 if and only if u(t) G {K } U A. Moreover u"{t) =  0 if u(t) G { K }  U A. If 
K  A  then H  = K  < oo and /  =  uop, where g : [0, oo) —> [0,1) is smooth, onto, 
g' > 0 and #(0) = 0 . If K  G A  then K  < H  < oo and u can be extended as a C2 
function from [0, oo) onto [0, H), for which / '  has no zeros on [0, oo) \  f ~ l (A), 
and the proof is complete.
It remains to consider the case when K  = oo. Let {K j} jenli{o} denote an in­
creasing sequence in A  with K Q =  0 and Kj  -* oo as j  -» oo. Then A n  [Kj-i,  Kf\ 
is compact and Q\j<i{A fl [Kj-i ,Kj])  < oo for all j  G N. The construction for
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finite K  above can be used to construct a sequence of functions Uj : [j — 1, j] -» 
[Kj-UKj], j  G N, such that u '( j  -  1) =  Uj(j) =  u"(j -  1) =  u”(j) = 0 and 
Uj(t) =  0, t G [Kj-i,  K j ], if and only if Uj(t) G A n  [A j-i, Kj\. Let T0 =  0 and for 
each j  G N, let Tj > 1 be such that on [(j  — 1 )Tj,jTj] the function f j  defined by
fj{t) = uj ( t / rTj)? [U ~  
has derivative bounded by 1. To complete the proof when K  =  oo let
k k fc+l
f ( t )  = f k+l(t + kTk+l- Y . T , )  if t €  [ j 2 Ti ’ Y , Ti \ ’ k 6 N U{0}.
j=0 j=0 j =0
The function so defined has bounded derivative and is strictly monotone with all 
the required properties. □
An example of an uncountable set satisfying our hypotheses in Theorem 3.12 
is provided by the middle-3/5 Cantor set. Define C  by C  =  Dn>iCn where 
Ci = [0,1] and Cn+i is defined by Cn minus the open middle (1 — 2Z)th of each 
of the components of Cn+1 (I < 1/2). Since C  is the intersection of a nested 
sequence of non-empty compact sets, it is non-empty and compact. Moreover, 
every point of C  is a limit point of C. Therefore C  is a perfect set and hence 
uncountable. Note that 0 G C  C [0,1] and by definition, if 2la < 1, we have
Ga(C) = £  -  2P +l)“ =  (| ~ y  < oo.
j =0
Hence if I = 1/5 then Gi(C) =  1 and Gi/2{C) — y/3(y/b — 2)_1 < oo. This is an 
example of a perfect set of measure zero satisfying our hypotheses. Observe, by 
taking / =  1/3 and a  = 1/2, that not every perfect set satisfies the finite 1/2-gap 
sum condition.
3.5 Bounded even solutions for all energies
We have just seen that there maybe large sets of energies for which there are no 
non-constant brake-periodic orbits. In the light of Section 3.1 the following ob­
servation, which addresses the question of what happens to brake periodic orbits
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at nearby energy levels, is straightforward. Observation (b) of the Introduction 
is a consequence of the following.
L em m a 3.16. Suppose that h* 6 (0,7i(V)) is such that there is no solution of 
(1.1) with h — h*. Let {/in} C (fd,'H(y)) be any sequence with hn —»■ h* for which 
the existence of a solution un of (1.1) with energy hn is given by Theorem 3.9. 
Then tn —)■ oo as n —Y oo where tn is defined by the formula for to in Lemma 3.1.
If,
liminf { 2(V(x) — h*) — (S x , W (x))} > 0,
jx|->oo
then a subsequence of {un} converges uniformly on [—T, T], for each T  > 0, to a 
bounded even solution u* of (1.1a) and (1.1b) with h = h*.
Proof. Let un(t) =  qn(t/ tn) where tn is given by the formula for to in Lemma 3.1
^2   ___________ f f  ( ^ w i  Qn)__________
" ~ 2  {hn -  pa V{qn{t))A ty '
Suppose for a contradiction that tn < M  < oo for all n  G N. Then equation (3.11) 
in the proof of Theorem 3.9 shows that there exists /?i, € 1&, independent of
n, such that
qn e A ( h n), V J { h n,qn) = 0 and 0 < Pi < J ( h n,qn) < fa-
This gives that 0 < r(qn,qn) < y/ZMfc.  The proof of Theorem 3.9 then shows 
that {qn} has a strongly convergent subsequence with limit q G X  satisfying
q€A(h*) ,  VJ(h* ,q)  = 0 and 0 < /3\ < J(h*,q)  < /32,
which, by Lemma 3.1, yields a non-constant brake periodic orbit with energy h*. 
This is a contradiction.
By hypothesis
lim inf {2(V(x) — h*) — {S x , W *(x))} > 0,
|x|-)-oo
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there exists R  > 0 and N  G N such that
inf {2V(x) -  ( S x ,V V ( x ) ) }  > 2hn,
|x|>ii
for all n >  N.  Hence by Theorem 3.2
\un(t)\ < max{R,  K (0 ) |,  K (* n)|}
< ma,x{R,sup(|:r| : V(x)  =  hn)} < oo.
Since lim ^oo hn = h* < {un} is bounded in L°°. Let T  > 0 then by (1.1a)
and (1.1c)
Since W  is continuous and {un} is bounded in L°°(0,T), {u'n} is bounded in 
L2(0, T) and hence it is bounded in W 1,2(0, T).  Then for a subsequence, un —» u 
in L°°(0,T) and un u in TT1,2(0,T). Hence {un} converges uniformly to a
3.6 Brake periodic orbits for all positive ener­
gies
extra assumption on V.  The following sufficient condition contrasts with that of 
the previous section.
(V'3) There exists p > 0 such that
K W I 2<it = f o f^ {u ' ( t ) ,u " ( t ) )d td s  
< r ^ r K ( f ) | |W K ( f ) ) |
< r ( / T K ( t ) | ad t V / a ( i
bounded solution of (1.1a) and (1.1b) with energy h*. □
To obtain existence for all h > 0 it is clear from Theorem 3.12 that we need an
(V F (x ),r)  > pV{x) > 0 for all x  G Rn+m \  {0}.
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T h eo rem  3.17. Suppose that V  satisfies (V'2) and (V'3). Then, for all h > 0, 
there exists a non-constant solution of (1.1).
Proof. Note tha t (V'3) ensures liminf^i^oo V(z)  =  oo so that (V 'l) holds with 
Ti iy)  =  oo. Choose h > 0 and set h\ — h and /12 =  h + 1 . Then by (3.11) in the 
proof of Theorem 3.9, there exists qn G X  and hn G [h, h +  1] such that hn —► h 
and
Qn ^  A(/ln), V f j (hn, Qn) =  0 and 0 <C (J\ ^  ffifimQn) —
for all n  G N, where 0 < ft. < f t  are independent of n. Since (V J ( h n, qn), qn) = 0 
and r(qn,qn) > 0,
2 /  hn - V ( q n( t ) )d t=  f  ( W ( q n(t)),qn(t))dt,
Jo Jo
and when combined with (V'3) gives
[  K  -  V(qn(t)) dt > hn -  
Jo 2 +  p 2 +  p
Therefore
n Ti„ J (hn,qn) fh(2 +  p) r0 < r[qn,qn) — , S  , < C,
Jo K  ~  V(qn(t))dt K p
for some C  >  0 independent of n. The proof of Theorem 3.9 then shows that 
{<7n} has a strongly convergent subsequence in X  which by Lemma 3.1 yields a 
brake periodic orbit with energy h. □
3.7 Brake periodic orbits of specified energy
Under another hypothesis, appropriate to the case of bounded V and V with slow 
growth,
(V'4) (x , W ( x ) )  > 0 for all x ^  0, and for some h* G (0,^(1^)),
we obtain the existence of a brake periodic orbit with energy h*. Observation (c) 
of the Introduction is a special case of the following.
T h eo rem  3.18. Suppose that V satisfies (V' 1), (V'2) and (V'4)- Then there 
exists a solution of (1.1) with energy h*.
Proof. Let hn /*  h* be a sequence of energy levels on which the existence of 
solutions qn of (1.1) is a consequence of Theorem 3.9. The strategy of the proof 
of the preceding theorem means that it suffices here to show that, for some a  > 0 
and all n,
•i
hn ~  V{qn{t))dt > a./Jor0
Suppose that this is false and, without loss of generality, that
L
1
hn — V{qn(t)) dt —>• 0 as n —» oo.
As in the proof of Lemma 3.16, the second part of (V'4) implies that {gvj, and 
hence (V(gn)}, is bounded in L°°(0,1). Since
[  ( W ( q n(t)),qn(t))dt  =  2 f  hn -  V(qn(t)) dt 0,
Jo Jo
and the integrand on the left is non-negative, by (V'4), it follows (for a subse­
quence) that (W ( q n), qn) —> 0 pointwise almost everywhere. By strict inequality 
in the first part of (V'4), qn -» 0 pointwise almost everywhere and so, from the 
dominated convergence theorem,
2 [  hn - V ( q n{t)) dt ->• 2h* > 0,
..............................................Jo ........................................................................................................
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. □
3.8 Existence extended to self-adjoint operators
Let A  : R N —> R N be a linear invertible self-adjoint operator with at least 
one positive eigenvalue. The aim of this section is to find conditions on V  G 
[0, oo)) and h > 0 such that there exists a non-constant periodic function
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w satisfying
Aw"(t) +  VV(w(t)) =  0, (3.13a)
^(Aw'(t), w’(t)) +  V(w(t)) = h, (3.13b)
w'(t0) =  wf(ti) =  0. (3.13c)
for all t £ R, and for some £0 7^  £i- Since S' is an invertible self-adjoint operator 
(3.13) is a clear generalisation of (1.1).
Denote the set of eigenvalues of A  by
fji\ ^  H2 ^  ‘ ‘ ‘ ^  ^  0 ■‘C Ai ^  A2 ^  ‘ ’ ‘ ^  An,
where 0 < ra, 1 < n and n +  m = N.
Since A  is invertible and self-adjoint, there exists P  such that P* =  P _1 and 
A = (Dll2P)*S(Dll2P),  where
S  =  i  r\UXn - ? XU )  and D = diag(Al’ "  • ’ An’ _/i1’ ■ • ' ’ -Vm)-\  Unxm -‘mxm J
Let C = D 1/2P  then C " 1 =  P ‘D ~l/2. Consider V  : Rw ->■ [0, oo) defined by 
F  =  V o C " 1.
If V  satisfies (V 'l) and (V'2), then by Theorem 3.9 there exists a solution u 
of (1.1) for all h € (0,H(V)).  Therefore
Su"(t) + VV(u(t) )  =  0, (3.14a)
i(S u '(t) ,u '(f))  + V(u(t)) = h, (3.14b)
u'(to) =  u'(ti) = 0, (3.14c)
for all £ E R and for some £0 ^  h-  Now, for all x, y E
dV[x](y) = d V[C- lx \C - ly =  ( W p - 1®), C~ly)
= {{C-x)’V V { C - lx) ,y)
=  ((C*)-1VV '(C-1x),y).
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Hence for all x € R N
VV{x)  = (C,*)-1V F (C -1:r). (3.15)
Let w = C~lu then by (3.14a) and (3.15),
Aw” =  CTSCw" =  C*Su"
= —C*VV(u) = C*(C*)-lV V ( C ~ lCw)
=  - w w ,
and also, by (3.14b) and (3.15),
=  F (tt(i)) +  lv S u '( i) ,u '( i)>
=  ( V o C ~ l )Cw(t) + \ {SCw '( t ) ,Cw '{ t ))
=  V{w(t)) + ^(Aw'(t) ,w'(t)) .
Finally, by (3.14c), wr(to) = w'(ti) = 0. Hence w is a solution of (3.14) as 
required.
Note that by the definition of P  and D  there exists Co, c\ > 0 such that 
c q |x | < \P*D~1x\ = \D~l!2x\ < ci|a:|,
for all x  G R N. Therefore /H(V) = We have proved the following.
T h eo rem  3.19. Suppose V  satisfies ( V ' l )  and V  satisfies (V'2). Then there 
exists a solution of (3.13) for all h € (0, HfV)) .
Note that V  satisfies (V'2) if, for example, W  is bounded.
3.9 Localisation principle
In this section we show that the results so far obtained may be applied to poten­
tials with no restriction on the behaviour at infinity; instead information about 
the level sets of the potential is used.
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T h eo rem  3.20. Let V  G C 1(Rn+m, [0, oo)) satisfy F(0) =  0 and suppose
(C) there exists a bounded open convex set C C Rn+m and H  > 0 such that 
0 G C, V(x) = H  and W ( x )  = 0 for all x  G dC.
Then for almost all h G (0, H) there exists a solution u of (1.1) with u(t) G C for 
all t G R.
Proof. Define Ve : Rn+m —> [0, oo) by
V.{x) =  { V(X) X 6 Cl (3.16)
\  H  x e  E"+m \C .
Then by (C), Ve € C 1(R"+m, [0, oo)) and
U(Ve) := lim inf 14(1 ) =  H  > 0.
|x|->oo
Since C is relatively compact, W e is bounded. Hence (V 'l) and (V;2) are satisfied, 
so by Theorem 3.9, for almost all h G (0, H)  there exists a non-constant periodic 
function u satisfying
SV'(t) +  VVe{u(t)) =  0, (3.17)
^(Su'(t) ,u' (t) )  +  Ve(u(t)) = /i, 
u'(t0) =  u '(ti) =  0.
It remains to show that u(t) G C for all t G R. Note that u'(to) =  0 and 
Ve{u(to)) = h hence u(t0) G C. Suppose for a contradiction that the orbit of 
u leaves C. By (3,16) and (3.17), u has constant non-zero velocity outside of C. 
Therefore u follows a straight line path in this region. Since C is convex, the orbit 
of u subsequently never intersects C. This contradicts the periodicity of u. □
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Chapter 4 
Even Potentials of Indefinite Sign
Throughout this chapter, the potential V  is assumed to be even and, in contrast 
to Chapter 3, allowed to have indefinite sign. Let V  G C 1(Rn+m,R). We seek 
solutions of (1.1). Due to the evenness of the potential we may assume the 
solution u is odd and that the boundary condition (1.1c) is of the form
u'(t0) =  0 =  u ' ( - t 0)
for some to > 0. This restriction is one of the key observations which allow the 
existence theory of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to be refined.
4.1 Abstract theory refined
Let X  be a separable Hilbert space and X / F c l a  closed subspace so that 
X  = Y  © Z  where Z  = Y L. For each i G No let Ei be a finite dimensional 
subspace of X  such that Ei = {Ei fl Y)  © (Ei n  Z), Ei C Ei+\ and Ui^N0Ei is 
dense in X .
Let 0 < hi < h<i < oo, e G E\  D Z  and ||e|| =  1. Let r : X x X - ^ R b e a  
continuous bilinear functional satisfying (T l), (T2), (T4) (see page 17) and
(T3*) 0 < - r ( y ,  y) < c0\\y\\2 for all y G Y.
Let V G C l {X, R) be such that V(0) =  0. Put
A(h) =  {x G X  : V{x) < h}, A*(h) = {x G X  : V(x) < h} fl Ei
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and define J  : R x X  —> [0, oo) by
J(h ,x )  = (r(x, x)) + (h — V(x))+.
Note that J  is continuously differentiable at x  whenever J(h ,x)  > 0. In the 
notation of Lemma 2.3, let Pi be the orthogonal projection of Ei onto Y  fl Ei. 
Suppose
(VO) V(y +  fie) > 0 =  V(0) whenever fi > 0 and y G Y\
(VI) sup{yLi > 0 : y  + fie e  A(h2), y G Y }  =  M  < oo;
(V2*) {y +  fie : y G Y, fi > 0} fl Ai(h2) is bounded for each i € No;
(V3*) PiAi(h2) is bounded for each i G N0.
Note that in general PjAj(/i2) ^  Y nAj(/i2)- The following theorem is a refinement 
of Theorem 2.1. In the proof only steps not covered in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
are detailed.
T h eo rem  4.1. For almost all ho G [hi, h2] there is an increasing sequence {i*} C 
N, real numbers (32 > 0 1 > 0 and C > 0 such that there exists a sequence {xk} 
with Xk G Eik satisfying the following properties
(i) 0 < r(xk,Xk)  <  C (independent of k);
(ii) 0 < 0i < J(ho,Xk) < 02 (independent of k and ho);
(in) 2T(xk,x)(ho -  V (xk)) = T(xk, x k) (V ikV(xk),x)  for all x  G Eik;
(iv) x k G Aik(h0).
Proof As remarked earlier, hypothesis (V2*) is sufficient in the proof of Lemma 
2.3. By careful bookkeeping it is apparent that the property V : Rn+m —> [0, oo) 
can be replaced by (VO) in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (with fi =  X).  So we begin 
our proof of Theorem 4.1 at the statement of inequality (2.11c). The next step 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1 requires that Ak(ho) is bounded so an alternative 
approach is now taken.
For h G (ho,h\ let A(h,  k) and dk(h) be as defined in (2.13) and (2.14) re­
spectively. In the following we make crucial use of hypotheses (V3*) and (T3*).
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Since J(ho,x) > 0 for all x e  A(h,  fc), A(h, k) C Ak(ho). Therefore Pk(A(h, k)) 
is bounded by (V3*). By (T l),
t (x , x ) =  r(Pkx, Pkx) +  r((7  -  Pk)x , ( /  -  P*)^) for all a: G E k.
Hence, by (T2) and (T3*),
c0\\(I -  Pk)x ||2 <  t ( ( I  -  Pk)x, (I  -  Pk)x) 
=  t (x , x ) -  r{Pkx, Pkx) 
< t (x , x ) +  c0\\Pkx\\2.
So, by definition of A(h ,k )  and the fact that Pk(A{h, k)) is bounded, it follows 
that (I — Pk)A(h , k) is bounded. Hence, for h e  (h0, h], A(h, k) is bounded and 
so compact.
Let B(h, k) denote the set
{x e  E k :r(x, x) < a  +  4/A;, 
ck{h0,h) -  (h -  h0) /k  < J(hQ,x) < ck(h0,h) +  (a + 3/k)(h -  hQ)}.
Since B(h, k) is a closed subset of A(h, k) it is compact. Therefore there exists 
Hk e  (0,1 /2], dependent on ho, h and k, such that
\ r ( x i , X2 ) — t ( x 2, x 2)\ < 1 / k  whenever X\ e B( h , k )  and ||xi — x 2\\ <  ^k. (4.1)
Let i/jfe be the pseudo-gradient vector field defined on page 23.
L em m a 4.2.
min{dk(h) , l}dk(h) < +  M
fJ'k
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the Lemma is false. Let W  : E k —> E k be 
defined by (2.15); the function W  is well defined since A(h,  k) is compact. Recall 
that W  is locally Lipschitz continuous on E k and | | ( r e )  || <  2 for all x e  Ek. 
Therefore the Cauchy problem
ii(t) =  W(u(t)),  u(0) =  x,
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has a unique solution u(t;x)  defined for all t  and J(ho,u(t;x))  is a decreasing 
function of t for all x. Now define a homeomorphism U on E k by
U{x) =  u(fik’x), x  £ E k,
where fik is defined in (4.1). If x  £ dkQ{h) then (2.6) and (2.9) imply that x  £ Ah 
and so U(x) =  x. Therefore U 0 7  e  Tk(h) for all 7 £ T ^h). We consider in 
particular U 0 7  when 7 £ Tk{h) satisfies the properties (2.11). Then there are 
two possibilities for x  £ Qk(h).
In the first, J(h0, 7 (2;)) < ck(h0,h) — (h — h0) /k  and consequently
J(ho, U 0 7 (1)) < ck{h0,h) -  (h -  h0),
because J(ho, u(t] 'y(x))) is decreasing in t.
In the second (2.11a), and hence (2.11b) and (2.11c), hold. For convenience 
let x  = 7 (2;) in this case. Then either
J(h0,U(x)) < ck(h0,h) -  (h -  h0)/k ,
or, since J(ho,u(t;x)) is decreasing,
J(ho,u(t\x)) e  [ck(h0,h) -  (h -  h0) /k ,c k(ho,h) + (a +  3/ k ) (h  -  hQ)]
for all t £ (0, Hk)- Suppose we are in the latter case, that is u{t\x)  £ Bh for all 
t £ (0, /i*). Then, by definition of J  and (2.9b), u(t\ x) £ A(h0) for all t £ (0, fik)-
Because of the choice of fik and the fact that ||W || < 2, it follows from (2.11b)
that
T(u(t’,x ) ,u( t;x))  < a  +  5/h for all t £ (0,/Zfc).
Hence u(t\ x) £ A(h, k) for all t £ (0, fik) and so, by definition,
pUk
J(h0,U(x)) = J(h0,x) -  / (i'k{u(t;x),VkJ(ho,u(t;x)))d t
Jo
< J(h0,x) -  /  min{||VjfeJ(/i0,w(t;®))||,l}||VjfeJ(h0,w (t;x ))||d i
Jo
< J(h0,x) -  /zA;min{dA:(h), l }d k(h),
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by the definition of the pseudo-gradient and the fact that t i-»- tm in{t, 1} is 
increasing. Since we are supposing that the conclusion of the Lemma is false
J(/i0, U(x)) < ck(h0,h) +  ( a +  3/ k ) ( h -  h0) -  p k [
(a  +  4/k ) (h  -  h0)
Pk
=  ck(h0,h) -  (h -  ho)/k.
This shows that
max J(h0, U o y ( x )) <  ck(h0,h) — (h — h0)/k.  
xeQk{h)
Since U o j  e  Tk(h), this contradicts the definition of ck(ho,h), and the lemma is 
proven. □
T h eo rem  4.3. For all k € N there exist a critical point x k of J  (ho, •) in Ek with
0 < Pi < ck(h0,h) = J ( h 0, x k) < (325 (4.2a)
0 < r ( x k, x k) < a - f  5/ k  (a independent of k); (4.2b)
2 r (x k, x) (ho -  V(xk)) = r (x klx k) (V kV(xk),x) for all x  G E k. (4.2c)
Proof The existence of a critical point of J(ho,  •) on Ek with these properties 
is an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma, the fact that J ( h , x )  =  
J(h ,x)  whenever J(h ,x )  > 0, f f ( h 0, ‘) G C l (X,  R), the compactness of A(h, k) 
in the finite-dimensional space E k and the estimates (4.2). □
Proof of Theorem 4-1. Since ho was chosen from a set of full measure in \h, h], 
and since the right side of (2.2) is independent of h, an arbitrary point of [hi, /12), 
Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 4.3 with C = a  +  5. □
T h eo rem  4.4. Let V satisfy (VO), (VI),  (V2*), (VS*) and suppose r  satisfies 
(Tl),  (T2), (T3*) and (T4). I f  in addition (H) holds with Cl = X  (see page 
26) then for almost all h G [hi,/i2] there exists x  G A(ho) with J(h ,x)  > 0 and 
V J (h ,x )  =  0.
Proof The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and the proof of Theorem 
2.7. □
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4.2 Brake periodic orbits
In contrast to Chapter 3, we restrict the space X  to odd periodic functions. 
When applying the abstract theory, definitions different to those of Chapter 3 
are used. In particular, we change the definition of the Hilbert space X ,  the 
finite dimensional spaces Ei, the subspaces Y  and Z,  and the element e.
The refinement in Section 4.1, along with the assumption of evenness of V, 
allow a considerable relaxation of the conditions on V.  Let
The fact that X  is a Hilbert space under the above inner product depends cru­
cially on the fact that g(0) =  0 for all q E X .  Let V  E C'1(R”+m,R) and define 
V : X  —> R and r  : X  x X  —>■ R as before on page 29.
L em m a 4.5. For h > 0, let q be a critical point of J ( h ,  •) with J {h ,  q) > 0. Let
Define u : R —> Rn+m by u(t) =  q(t/ t0). Then u is twice continuously differen­
tiable and satisfies (1.1).
x  =  {« €  W g {  R, R"+m) : 9(1 - 1) =  9(1 +  *). « ( - t)  =  - ? «  V* € R}
which is a Hilbert space when equipped with inner product
<9i,92>= [ (9iW,92(<))d<- 
2(h — Jo v  (.91*))d*)2
Proof. The proof, which is similar to Lemma 3.1, is omitted. □
In order to apply Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 to J  let
Ei = span{e:7)fc : 0 < k < i, 1 < j  < m  + n}, i € N,
where, for 1 < j  < n +  m  and k E No,
Remark 4.6. With this choice of Ei, the conclusions of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 
hold because Ei is a finite dimensional space of real analytic functions.
For each q G X  write q(t) =  (z( t ) ,y( t)) where z(t) G M” and y(t) G Rm.
Define
Y  = { ( 0 , y ) e X }  and Z  = Y 1 = {(z, 0) e  X } .
Let e G l "  satisfy |e| =  2. Put (e, 0)(t) = (e, 0) sin7rt then (e, 0) G E i  D Z.  Let
W  = {(/xe, c) : p  G R, c G Mm} C Rn+m
and denote by Pw  the orthogonal projection of Rn+m onto W.  Now suppose
V  G C 1(Rn+m,M) is even. Let
'HwiV) =  lim inf V(x)
|Pvva:|—>oo
and suppose the potential V  satisfies the following.
(V'O) V(0) = 0 <  V{x)  for all x  G W]
(V'l*) 0 < H W(V);
(V'2) there exist K , M, G > 0 and 0 < 7 <  2 such that
(z, dzV ( z , y)) < +  M V (x)  +  G|a;|7
for all x  =  («,y) G Rn+m.
Condition (V 'l*) determines the distinction between n  and m in the definition of 
S. This allows us to distinguish between positive energy solutions and negative 
energy solutions. In what follows only positive energy brake periodic orbits are 
found.
The next theorem is a refinement of Theorem 3.9 in the case when V  is even.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose V is even and satisfies hypotheses (V’O), (V'l*) and 
(V'2). Then there exists a solution of (1.1) for almost all h G (0, Tiwiy))-
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 it suffices to show that (T l), (T2), (T3*), 
(T4), (VO), (VI), (V2*), (V3*) and (H) hold.
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The properties (T l) and (T4) follow trivially. The properties (T2) and (T3*)
particular that q{0) =  0 for all q G X .
The property (VO) follows immediately from (V'O) since £i(e(£), 0) +  (0, y{t)) G 
W  for all t G M, // > 0 and (0, y ) G Y.
Let h  G (0,1-Lw(y)) be arbitrary but fixed. To show (VI) holds, define 
gw : [0, oo) -> R U {—oo} by
Then gw is increasing and gw(p) = 'Hw{Y)- Suppose (fie^y) G A(h)
where fi > 0 and (0, y) G Y.  Then by definition of A(h)
Hence sup {fi > 0 : (/ie, y) G A (h), (0, y) G Y }  < oo and so (VI) holds.
To verify (V2*) suppose there exists {#*} C { /i(e , 0) +  (0, y)  G A i(h)  : (0, y) G 
Y } ,  for fixed i G N, such that ||gfc|| —> oo as k —> oo. By Remark 4.6 there exists 
an increasing sequence {kj}  C N and U C [0,1] with m easU > h/'Hw(Y)  such 
that \qkj(t)\ —> oo uniformly for t EU.  Then, since qk : R —> W,
for as j  —> oo. This contradicts the fact that meas U > h/'Hw{V)  and so com­
pletes the proof of (V2*).
The verification of (V3*) follows similarly: suppose, for fixed i G N, there 
exists {{zk, y k)} C {(z , y)  G Ai(h) : (z ,y)  G Z  x Y }  such that \\Pi(zk, y k) || =  
||(0,y*)ll ~^ 00 as k —> oo. By Remark 4.6 there exists an increasing sequence 
{kj} C N and U C [0,1] with m easU > h/'Hw{Y)  such that |(0 ,ykj(t))\ —> oo
follow by W irtinger’s inequality and the definition of 5, Y  and Z.  Note in
I V ( f i e ,y )d t>  I gw {\{ve,y)\) 
Jo Jo
I gw{^\lA sin7rt) dt.
Jo
h >  V(qkj( t ) )d t>  / gw {\qk.(t)\)dt->'Hw(V)mea&U
Jo Ju
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uniformly for t € U. Then
h >  / V((zkj,ykj( t ) ) )d t>  / gw (\(0,ykj( t) ) \ )d t->'Hw(V)measU
o J u
for as j  —y oo. This contradicts the fact that m easU > h/'Hwiy) and so com­
pletes the proof of (V3*).
To prove (HI), let 72 > 71 > 0, D > 0 be arbitrary and fixed. Recall the set
R =  Ui€N{tf e  Ai(h) : V iJ (h ,q )  = 0,71 < J (h ,q )  < 72,0 < r(q,q) < D}.
Let q G R, then (3.8) in the verification of (HI) from the proof of Theorem 3.9, 
states
This assumes (V'2) but neither (V 'l), (V'l*) nor V  > 0. Since g(0) =  0,
Hence R  is bounded in X  and so (HI) holds. In the following we use the fact 
that X  is a subspace of W ^ (R , Rn+m). The condition (H2) follows exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.9. Finally (H3) also holds since the proof of Theorem 3.9 
shows if {qk} C R  with V t7(/i, qk) -* 0 in X*  then, for a subsequence, qk —*■ q
Cm? &
j  0
r 1 d 2
/  | ^ ) | 2d t < ^ -  
Jo 7i
K  + M h  + G
and | |^ | | l 2 —> \ W \ \ l 2 for some q € X . □
4.3 Dimensional restrictions and non-triviality
Assumptions (V'O) and (V'l*) refer to the behaviour of the potential V  on the 
space W . It is therefore natural to ask whether the brake periodic orbits found 
in Theorem 4.7 have range contained in W .  The following is a simple condition 
on V  that ensures all brake periodic orbits do not solely lie in W.
(W)  If ( I  — Pw )XV(P\voc) = 0 then Pw% — 0.
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We show that (W) is incompatible with evenness of V  whenever n < m  + 2. This 
implies, when seeking an example of an even potential V  satisfying (W), we must 
assume n  > m  +  2.
T h e o rem  4.8. Let F  : R N —> RM be odd with M  < N.  Then there exists 
x  £ \  {0} such that F(x)  =  0.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of [Llo78, Thm 3.2.7, p45]. □
C o ro lla ry  4.9. Whenever n < m  +  2 there exists Pwx ^  0 such that (I — 
P w ) ^ V  (P\yx) = 0-
Proof. Since V  is even, W  is odd. Therefore F  : Pvv^n+m —► (I ~  P w )^ n+m 
defined by
F(x) = (I  -  Pw )VV{x)  for all x  £ Pw R n+m
is an odd mapping. Also, since V  is continuously differentiable, F  is continuous. 
If n < m  +  2 then
n  — 1 =  dim(7 -  iV)M n+m < dim7VMn+m =  m +  1.
Hence Theorem 4.8 applies to complete the proof. □
E x am p le  4.10. Consider the case of n — 3 and m  = 1, so that n  =  m  +  2. Let 
V  £ C ^ R ^ R )  be defined by
V(a, b, c, d) = f(ab) +  g(cd) +  a2 +  d2 for all (a, b, c, d) 6 R3+1,
where f , g  £ C 1 (R,R) satisfy
/(0 ) =  0 =  #(0), / '( 0 ) ^  0 ^  g'{0), sup{jp(s)| : s £ R} < oo and
sf ' i s) < (7(1 +  f i s)) f or s £ R,
where C > 0. 7n £/&e case n =  3 and m  = 1, W  = {(a, 0,0, d) : a,d  £ R}, so that
(7 -  P ^ )V F (P ^ (a , b, c, d)) =  (0, a /'(0 ), # ( 0 ) ,  0)
= 0 if and only if  Pw(a , fr, c, d) =  0.
The conditions (V0), (VI), (V2*) and (V3*) also hold.
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4.4 Brake periodic orbits for all positive ener­
gies
This section complements Section 3.6. Theorem 3.12 exhibits an even potential 
for which there are no brake periodic orbits with energies in a prescribed set of 
zero measure. As in Theorem 3.17, in order to prove existence for all positive 
energies, stronger hypotheses than those assumed in the previous section must 
be used.
(V'3*) There exists p > 0 such that (V F(x), Pwx)  > pV(x)  for all x  G Rn+m 
and V(x)  > 0  for all x  G W  \  {0}.
T h eo rem  4.11. Suppose that the even potential V  satisfies (V'2) and (V'3*). 
Then there exists a solution of (1.1) for all h > 0.
Proof Note that (V'3*) and (V'O) ensure liminf|plvX|_+00 V(x)  =  oo so that (V 'l) 
holds with U w iV )  =  oo. Choose and f ix / iG (0)'Hw(y))-  Suppose hn h as 
n —> oo and {qn} C k(h)  satisfy hn G (0,'H ^(V )),
0 < inf J(hn, qn) < sup J(hn, qn) < oo and V J(hn, qn) =  0.
n n
By the same argument as used in the proof of Theorem 3.17, it is sufficient to 
prove
inf [  hn -  V(qn(t)) dt > 0. 
n Jo
Since (V»/(/ijj,, qn)i Pwqri) —0
2 [  K -  V(qn(t)) dt [  (Sq'n(t), Pw q'n{t)) dt 
Jo Jo
= [  ( W ( q n(t)),Pw qn(t))dt  f  (Sq'n(t), q'n(t)) dt. (4.3) 
Jo Jo
Equality (4.3), hypothesis (V'3*) and the fact that J(hn,qn) > 0, qn G A(h) and 
{Sx,P\yx) < (Sx ,x)  for all x  G Rn+m, imply
2 [ ' h n -  V(qn(t))dt > / 1(VV(gn( t ) ) , P ^ n(t))d t. (4.4)
Jo Jo
Hence by hypothesis (V'3*)
2 [  hn - V { q n{ t ) ) d t > p  [  V(qn{t))dt. 
J o Jo
Therefore f  K - V { q n{ t ) ) A t > ^ - ,  
Jo 2 + P
which completes the proof. □
4.5 Brake periodic orbits of specified energy
This section uses arguments as in Section 3.7. In contrast to Theorem 3.18 there 
is no a priori bound on brake periodic orbits of even potentials of indefinite sign 
as the potential’s level sets maybe unbounded. The additional assumption that 
the potential is bounded overcomes this difficulty. Under a new hypothesis
(V'4*) (Pwx, VV’(x)) > 0 for all x ^  0, and \V\ is bounded,
we obtain the existence of a brake orbit with energy h* for all h* £ (0>'Hw(y))-
T h eo rem  4.12. Suppose that Vsatisfies (V'O), (V'l*),  (V'2) and ( V '4 *). Then 
there exists a solution of (1.1) with energy h* for all h* £ (0, TLwiY))-
Proof The proof follows that of Theorem 3.18; the details of this proof are in­
cluded for clarity. Let hn h* be a sequence of energy levels on which the 
existence of solutions of (1.1) is a consequence of Theorem 4.7. The strategy of 
the proof of the preceding theorem means that it suffices here to show that, for 
some a  > 0 and all n,
*i
hn ~ V(qn(t)) d t >  a.IJo'0
Suppose that this is false and, without loss of generality, that
L
l
hn — V (qn(t)) dt —>■ 0 as n oo.
Since, by (4.4),
[  ('VV(qn(t)),Pw qn(t))dt < 2 [  hn -  V(qn(t)) dt -► 0, 
Jo Jo
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and the integrand on the left is non-negative, by (V'4*), it follows (for a subse­
quence) that (VV(qn), PwQn) 0 pointwise almost everywhere. The potential 
V  is bounded and by strict inequality in the first part of (V'4*), qn -» 0 pointwise 
almost everywhere and so, from the dominated convergence theorem,
2 [  hn -  V(qn(t)) dt 2h* > 0,
Jo
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. □
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Chapter 5 
Potentials w ith Blow-up
In this section we consider potentials which blow-up on the boundary of their 
domain of definition. Let V  G C l (0,  [0, oo)) where O is a bounded open subset 
of Rn+m with 0 G (9, and suppose that
lim V(x)  =  oo.
x->dO
We refer to such potentials as singular potentials. W ith further assumptions on 
V,  we establish, for almost all prescribed h > 0, the existence of a brake periodic 
orbit u of (1.1). The solution u of (1.1) satisfies u(t) G O for all t G R and, 
since the orbit of u is compact, it is bounded away from dO  and hence away from 
the singularities of V. The fact that the operator S  can be indefinite makes the 
dealing with singularities non-trivial.
The problem of establishing existence of brake periodic orbits for singular 
potentials is straightforward in the positive definite case of S  = I.  Let V  be 
a singular potential. Suppose A(h) = {x  G O : V(x) < h} is connected and 
( V k ( r ) , i )  > 0 whenever V(pc) =  h. Fix H  > h and choose A  C Rn+m such 
that A  is closed, Rn+m \  A  C O and A(h) fl A = 0. Choose e > 0 such that 
A(/i)e := {x : \x — y\ < eVy G A(/i)} satisfies A(h)£ fl A =  0. Let /  be a 
continuous function on Rn+m satisfying
x  G A(h) ^  ^   ^ ^  ^  ^  Kn+m.
1 : x e A  J -
Let f £ be the s /2  mollification of / .  Then f £ is smooth and f e{x) = 0 whenever
f ( x) =
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x  G A(h). Finally let
V(x) = H f e(x) +  V(x){l -  f e(x)) for all x  G Rn+m.
Then V  G C'1(Rn+m, [0, oo)) and satisfies lim inf\x\-+oq V(x)  =  H  and
V(x) = V (a;) if x  G O and V(x) < h, h < V ( x )  < H  otherwise.
The existence theory of Chapter 3 then applies to V.  Since in this case S  is 
positive definite, the resulting brake periodic orbit u satisfies V(u(t)) < h for all 
t G R and hence is a solution of (1.1).
5.1 Brake periodic orbits
As in Chapter 3 let
X  = { q e  Wi10f(R ,R "+m) : q(t) =  q( 2 + 1) and q(- t )  =  q(t) Vt € R} 
but now put 
Q = {q G X  : q(t) G O Vt G R },
which is clearly bounded in L°° since O is bounded in Rn+m. Then is an open 
subset of X  with 0 G fi. Since V  G [0, oo)) the functional V : fi —>• [0,oo)
defined by
for all q G fi lies in C 1(fi, [0, oo)). The continuous bilinear functional r  : X  x X  —> 
R, the element (e, 0) and the subspaces Ei, Y  and Z  of X  are defined as in Chapter 
3. We now show that the abstract theory developed in Section 2 applies to yield 
solutions of (1.1).
The following condition is a slight modification of the ‘strong force condi­
tion’ introduced by Gordon [Gor75]; it was originally posed for potentials whose 
singularities lie at the origin.
D efin ition  5.1 (S tro n g  Force C o n d itio n ). Let V  G C l {G, [0, oo)) where O 
is an open subset of R n+m with 0 G O. Then potential V  is said to satisfy the
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‘strong force conditiondenoted (SF), if
(i) \imx^ d o V(x) = oo,
and there exists an open neighbourhood Af of 8 0  and a function U G C 1 (Af fl
O, [0, oo)) satisfying
(ii) limx-+d o U(x) =  oo,
(Hi) V(x) > \VU(x)\2 for all x  G Af  fl O.
L em m a 5.2. [Gor75] [Gre88, Lemma 2.1] Suppose V  G C l (0,  [0, oo)) satisfies 
(SF). I f  {gn} C Cl and qn —► q € X  \Cl weakly and uniformly, then
Proof. [Gre88, Lemma 2.1] If qn(t) —> 8 0  uniformly on a set of non-zero measure 
the result is immediate. So, suppose there exists t i , t 2 G R such that <?n(£i) —>
q(ti) G Af ClO, qn(t2) —> q{t2) G 8 0  and q(t) G Af  fl O for all £ G (ti, £2)- Then
Suppose in addition to (SF) that V  satisfies the following condition,
(B2) there exists B  > 1 such that (V F(x), Sx) < B ( V V ( x ) , x )  for all rz; G A fn O .
The set Af  in (SF) and (B2) can, without loss of generality, be chosen to be the 
same set. The condition (B2) is analogous to condition (Bl) on page 40.
U(qn(t2)) -  U(qn(ti))
and so, by the definition of U,
□
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T h eo rem  5.3. Suppose V  satisfies (SF) and (B2). Then there exists a solution 
of (1.1) for almost all h > 0.
Proof We show the conditions of Theorem 2.8 hold. Let 0 < hi < h2 be arbitrary 
and fixed. The hypothesis (T) (page 17) has been verified in the proof of Theorem 
3.9. Conditions (VI) and (V2) (page 16) follow by Lemma 3.8, the fact that 
linXr^do V(x)  =  oo and the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.9.
To show (V3) suppose { ^ }  C ^(hf)  and qk —> q strongly in X  as k —>• oo. By 
taking a subsequence we may suppose qk —¥ q weakly and uniformly as k —v oo. 
Suppose for a contradiction that q & Cl. Then by (SF) and Lemma 5.2
lim [  V(qk{t)) dt =  oo,j  o
which contradicts the fact that qk 6 A(/i2) for all k G N.
Now we verify (HI). Let 72 > 71 > 0, D > 0 and h G [/ii, ^2] be arbitrary 
and fixed. Consider the set
R  = Ui£n{q € Ai(h) ■ V iJ (h ,q )  =  0,71 < J (h ,q )  < 72,0 < r(q,q) < D}.
We wish to show that R  is bounded in X .  Since R  is bounded in L°° it is sufficient 
to show that supq£R \\q'\\L2 < 00. Let q G R, then
r{q ,q)=  [  (Sq'(t), q'(t)) dt < D  (5.1)
Jo
and
7i < [  (Sq,(t),<f(t))dt [  h - V { q ( t ) ) d t  < 72. (5.2)
Jo Jo
Now (V17(/i, q), q) — 0, J (h ,q )  > 71 > 0 and q G A(h) imply
[  (VV(q(t)) ,q( t))dt  = 2 [  h -  V(q(t)) dt < 2h. (5.3)
Jo Jo
Since S(Ei) C Ei for all i G N0, (J{h ,q) ,  Sq) = 0 and so, since J (h ,q )  > 0,
Jo
dt % (* ) ) ) d* 
2 f 0' h - V ( q ( t ) ) d t
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Since O \  f i f is a closed subset of the bounded set O ,
C  := max{(Vy(rc), Sx),  -(V 7(a:),a:) : x  G O \ f i f }  < oo. (5.4) 
Therefore, by (5.1) and (5.2),
(W(q(t )) ,Sq(t ))dt
=  S r  {  I  Sq(t)) d t +  [  (VV(q(t)),Sq(t))  d t )
*7l U  {t :q(t)eO\tf}  J {t:q{t)eMC\0} J
< ^ - \ c  +  B  [  (VV(q(t)), q(t)) d t )  by (5.4) and (B2),
*7l I J {t:q(t)£MnO} J
D 2 I c  +  b (  f \ v v ( q ( t ) ) ,  q(t)) d t -  f  (VV(q(t)), q(t)) d t)  )
I \ j 0 jU:q( t ) eO\Af \  /  J27l \ J  0 J  {t:q(t)eO\Af}
D 2
< - — {C  +  B  (2h +  C)}  by (5.3) and (5.4).
27 i
This completes the verification of (HI). Since A(h) C fi the conditions (H2) 
and (H3) follow exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.9. We have shown all the 
conditions of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied. Therefore there exists f t ,  f t  € R such 
that for almost all h £ [hi, ft] there exists q £ A(h) satisfying
V J ( h ,q )  = 0 and 0 < f t  < J ( h ,  q) <  f t ,  (5.5)
where f t  and f t  are independent of h £ [ft, ft]- Then by Lemma 3.1 there exists 
a non-constant solution of (1.1). Since hi and f t  were chosen arbitrarily in (0 ,00) 
the proof is complete. □
The Compatibility of the conditions in Theorem 5.3 is established by the fol­
lowing example.
E xam ple  5.4. Let O =  {x £ R2 : |z| < 1} and e > 0. Define U, V  £ C l ( 0  \  
{0},R 2) by
1 \x\2
U(x) =  — ;— r r r -  and V(x)  =   --------- , — r — 1 f o r  all X £  O .
4e(l — \x\2)6 (I — \x 2)2(1+e)
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Then
|W (l) |2  =  4(1 -  Is im t-* ) <  V(x) for  1 — \x\2 sufficiently small
Clearly U(x) ,V(x)  —> oo as x  —>• d O . Therefore V  satisfies (SF). The condition 
(B) is satisfied trivially with B  =  1.
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Chapter 6 
Extension to  Infinite D im ensions
Denote the separable Hilbert space of real square summable sequences by I2. In 
this chapter we consider the problem of existence of solutions u : R —> I2 of
Su"(t) +  W { u { t ) )  = 0, (6.1a)
l ( 5 u ' ( t ) , , 4- V(u(t)) = hT, (6.1b)
for all t  G R, where V  G C 1(/2, [0,00)) and S  : I2 h  is given by (Sx)i  = SiXi 
for all i G N with
J  +1 if 1 < i < p,
1 y — 1 if p < i,
for some fixed p G N. Here h* > 0 is called, as before, the energy and, for a brake
periodic orbit, u is non-constant periodic and there exists some to ^  t\ such that
u'(t0) = u'(ti) =  0. (6.1c)
The notation u'(t) is used to mean v!(t) G I2 with u'(t)s = du[t](s) for all s G R .
Similarly, u"(t) is the element in I2 such that u"(t)siS2 = du'[t](si)(s2) for all
i^> S2 G M..
In contrast to Chapter 3, we find that we cannot prove existence for almost 
all prescribed energies h* in a given interval. However, under assumptions on V, 
we prove for each h > 0 there is a non-constant solution of (6.1) with h* G (0, h\. 
A simple consequence of this is that there exists a countable number of solutions 
whose energies accumulate at zero.
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6.1 Galerkin theory of critical points revisited
We follow closely the abstract theory developed in Chapter 2, highlighting differ­
ences carefully.
Let X  be a separable Hilbert space and X  ^  Y  C X  be a closed subspace so 
that X  = Y  © Z  where Z  — Y L. Let Ei be subspaces of X ,  i G N. We do not 
assume th a t the Ei are finite dimensional. Let : X  -> X  be such that
(i) Pn  : X  —> X  is a projection for all N  G N,
(ii) PtfEi =  (P^Ei  fl Y)  © (P/vPj fl Z) for all z, N  G N,
(iii) Ei C E i+1 for all z G N,
(iv) IJign Pn E i is dense in P/yX, and
(v) P^Ei  is finite dimensional for all i , i Y e N .
By (i) it follows tha t P ^ X  is closed in X .  In the following we pay particular 
attention to dependencies on N. Let Vu(x)  denote the gradient at x  G X ,  with 
respect to the inner product (•, •) in X , of a C 1 functional u : X  —> E. If 
x  G Pjv-L’i let V f u (  x) G P/sr-E* denote the gradient of its restriction to PivPi, and 
if x  G Pn X  let G Pn X  denote the gradient of its restriction to PjqX
with respect to the same inner product.
Let 0 < /i2 < oo, e G P\Ei  fl Z, ||e|| =  1, V : X  —> [0, oo) be a functional and 
for any h G [0, oo) denote
A(h) = { x e X  : V(s) < h}.
Suppose the following properties hold:
(3J0) V G C l {X, [0, oo)) an d  V(0) =  0,
(5J1) sup{fi > 0 : y +  fie G A(/i2), y G Y }  =  M  < oo,
(9J2) A f (h2) := A(h2) fl PNEi is bounded in X  for all z, N  G N.
Suppose that r : X x X - >  R i s a  continuous, symmetric, bilinear functional 
satisfying conditions (T1)-(T4) (see page 17). For all h G (0, h2) and x  G X,
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define
J{h ,  x) =  r{x ,x ) (h  — V(x)) and J(h ,x)  = ( t ( x , x ) ) + ( h — V(x)) +.
T h e o rem  6.1. Let fa G (0, fa) be arbitrary but fixed. Then there exists fa, fa £ ^  
such that for almost all ho G [hi, he] there exists C g R ,  an increasing sequences 
{ Nk }  C N, a family of increasing sequences {if^}j> 1 C N  parametrised by k G N, 
and elements Xj G PffkE.q,) satisfyingij
(i) 0 < t (x j , Xj ) < C (independently o f k , j )
(ii) 0 < fa < J{ fa ,xk) < fa (independently of k , j )
(iii) 2t {x ) ,  x)(fa -  V(x$)) = r (x^ ,x ^ ) (V ^kV(x^),x) for all x  G P n ^ w
(iv) x kj e  A%(ho).
l3
We highlight the fact that fa and fa depend only on fa and fa, and are 
independent of fa  G [fa, fa].
Proof. The idea is to adapt the proof of Theorem 2.1 to find a sequence of points, 
which are critical points of J  with respect to the finite dimensional space PukE.{k>, 
in such a way that bounds on them are independent of k and j .
By property (5J0) there exists r  > 0 such that V(a;) < f a / 2 whenever ||a;|| < r.
Hence by property (T2)
inf{J(h ,z )  : z G PNZ , \\PNz\\ =  r} > =: ^
for all h e  [fa, fa], N  G N. Observe that fa is independent of N  and h G [fa, fa].
Let h e [fa, fa) be arbitrary but fixed. Then for h >  h, N  G N,
sup{J(h, y + fie) : fi > 0, y e Pn Y , y f i e  e A(h)}
= sup{(r(y + fie,y + fie))+ (h -  V(y +  fie)) :
fl > 0, y e PnY, y + fie e  A(&)}
< hr0 sup {fi2 : fi > 0, y e  Pn Y, y + f i e e  A(&)}, r0 =  r(e, e)
< /iroSup{/i2 : fi > 0 , y e Y , y - } - f i e e  A (A)}
=  r0h M 2.
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Hence for all h , h G  [h, /z,2]
sup{J(h, y +  fie) : [i > 0, y G PnY , y + H-e G A(h)} < TQh2M 2 =: f t .
Observe that f t  is independent of TV G N and /iG [hi, h2]. From (T3),
sup{ J(h , y) : y G P;vT H A(h)} = 0
for all h G [h i,h2] and iV G N. By (031) and the fact that V(x) =  h whenever 
x  G dN AN(h), where dNA N(h) denotes the boundary of AN(h) := A(h) D Pn X  
with respect to Pn X ,
sup {J(h, y +  ne) : // > 0, y G P/vF, y + fie G dNAN(h)} < M 2To(h — h).
Therefore, if 0 < h — h < then
sup{J(h, y +  fie) : fi > 0, ?/ G PjvY, y + fie G dNAN(h)} < f t /2
for all h G [h, h], independently of h G [h, h] and N  G N. Let
S  = {z G Z  : \\z\\ =  r} and Q(h) =  {?/ +  /ze : y G Y, n > 0} fl A(h).
Note Q(h) C A(h) for all h G [h, h\. For each i, N  G N put
S ?  =  5  fl PNEi and Q f  (h) =  Q(h) n  PNEit
and let d^QQi) denote the boundary of Q f^h) relative to span{e, Pn E i 0  7}. 
Let r f ( h )  denote the set of continuous functions 7  : PvP* -> PnE{ such that 
7  coincides with the identity when restricted to d^Q(K).  By exactly the same 
argument as in Lemma 2.3, it follows that and d^Q{K) link with respect to 
T f  (h). Let
cfYh, h) =  inf max J (h , j ( x ) )
' r e r ? ( h ) x e Q ? ( h )
for all h G \h, h\ and i, N  G N. Since SA and d^QOi} link it follows that
0 < f t  < inf J(h ,x)  < c^(h,h)  < sup J(h ,x)  < f t ,  (6.2)
x Z S ?  xEQ?(h)
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for all h £ [h, h], where f t  and f t  are independent of i, N  £ N and h £ [h, h\. By 
the same argument as Lemma 2.4, the function h cf(h,K)  is non-decreasing 
on (h , h) for all i, N  £ N. The monotonicity of h cf(h ,K)  implies its classical 
derivative exists and is non-negative almost everywhere in (h, h). Let cf '(h ,K)
denote ^ j-(h , h) whenever the latter exists. Since c f  is non-decreasing,
rh _
0 <  /  c f ' ( h , h )  d h <  cf(h,K)  — c f  (h, h) < f t  -  f t ,  (6.3)
Jh
by (6.2), independently of i, N  £ N. Let
c(h,h) =  liminf liminf c^ 'fh , h), h £ [h, h].
N —to o  i—>oo
Then by two applications of Fatou’s lemma and (6.3),
0 < [  c(h, h) dt  < f t  — f t .
Jh
Hence c(h,h) is finite for almost all h £ [h, h]. Choose and fix ho G (h, h) such 
that 0 <  a  := c(ho,h) < oo. By the definition of c there exists an increasing 
sequence {A^}jfc>i C N such that
liminf c f k '(ho, h) < a  4-1/2  for all k £ N.
i —to o
Therefore for each k £ N there exists an increasing sequence { i f^ } j>i C N such 
that
c % ' (h 0, h ) < a  + 1 
h
Observe tha t the real number a  +  1 depends on ho £ (h, h) but not on k , j  £ N.
Now tha t the dependencies of the various real numbers f t ,  f t  and a  (and hence 
C) have been established with respect to Ei, Pn  and h, the proof of Theorem 6.1 
now proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 with fixed iV*. □
We now make some additional assumptions. Suppose for almost all h £ [hi, 
and all N  £ N
(# 1) Ui6N{a; £ Afr(h) : V f  J(h ,x)  =  0, f t  < J ( h , x ) < f t ,  0 < r (x ,x )  < C}
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denoted by R N(h), is such that Ll^eNR N is a bounded subset of X ,  whenever 
0 < 0i < 02 and 0 < C;
(fi2) the mapping F N : Pn X  -> Pn X  defined by
(F n (x ), x ) = r{x , x)(V ArV(a;), x)
for all x , x  € Pn X , is a compact operator;
(#3) if { ^ } i> i  C R N(h) and WN J ( h , x f )  -» 0 as i —> oo then {£^}i>i has a 
strongly convergent subsequence (with limit in Pn X).
The conditions (#) differ from (H) (see page 26) by being adapted to the sub­
spaces Pn X .  This enables the use of Theorem 6.1 with the same argument as in 
the proof of Theorem 2.7 to obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.2. Let V and r  satisfy (%30) -  (932) and (T l )  -  (T4) respectively 
and suppose (fi) holds. Then there exists 0 i ,0 2 such that for almost all ho G 
[h\, h2] there exists an increasing sequence {Nk} C N, a real number C = C(h0) 
and a bounded sequence {a:fc} C X  with x k G PNkX  such that
(i) 0 < r (xk, x k) < C (independently of k)
(ii) 0 < 0i < J(h0, x k) < 02 (independently of k and ho G [hi,h2])
(iii) 2r (x k,x)[ho — V(xk)) =  r (x k, x k) ( V NhV(xk),x)  for all x  G PNkX
(iv) x k G ANk(h0) =  A(h0) fl PNkX
(v) suPfceN \\xk \\ < oo- □
6.2 Brake periodic orbits
In the following we use Sobolev spaces of Banach-space-valued functions. A 
summary of such Sobolev spaces can be found in Appendix B. The necessary 
integration theory is summarised in Appendix A. Let
X  = {q : 9|[o,i] € W h2(0,1; l2), q{2 +  t) =  q(t), q ( - t )  = q(t) Vt G M},
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which is a real separable Hilbert space (Appendix B) when equipped with the 
inner product
( p , q) =  [  (p^),q(t))i2 +  ( p ' W > q'(t))i2 d t.
Jo
For N  G N let : X  —> X  be the projections defined by
PNq= (qu q2, . . . , q N,0, . . . ) .
Sometimes it is convenient to consider Pm as the analogous projection on /2. Let
Ei =  spanle^jfc : 0 < k < i, j  G N}, i € No,
where, for j  G N and k G No,
ehk(t) := (0 , . . . ,  0, cos kirt , 0 , . . . )  G l2. 
j - th  coeff.
It is not necessary to take the closure of the linear span in the definition of Ei. 
Let q(t) = (z(t), y(t)), q G X , where z(t) G Rp, j j G N  and y(t) G l2. Note that 
||ei,i||x  =  1 and put (e, 0) =  e^i G E\  where e(t) G Rp. Put
Y  = { ( c , y ) e  I : c G R p},
Z  = Y L = U z , 0 ) e X :  z ( t )d t  = o \ .
In the following, denote the i-th component of x  G Z2, with respect to the standard 
basis on Z2, by Xi or (a;)*. Now make the following assumptions on V  : l2 —¥ [0, oo):
(2J'l) V  G C l (l2, [0, oo)) with V(0) =  0;
(<U'2) l iminfVr( x ) = : % a( V ) > 0 ;
|x|i2-*oo
(£J'3) (z,dzV(x)) < C(  1 +  V(x)  +  |x |7) for all x  =  (z,y)  G l2 where £ G Rp, 
C  > 0 and 0 < 7 < 2;
(9J'4) if x k —k x  weakly in l2 as k —> 00 then W ( x k) —1 VV^rr) weakly in l2 as
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k oo;
(QJ'5) if x k —k x  weakly in I2 as k —> 00 then liminf V (x k) > V(x);
k - t o o
(2J'6) (VV’) i : Z2 —^ ^  is uniformly continuous on bounded sets for all i € N.
Lemma 6.3. The condition (%3'4) implies W  : I2 —> h  maps bounded sets into 
bounded sets.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that W  : I2 —>• h  does not map bounded sets 
into bounded sets. Then there exists a bounded sequence {re*} C h  such that
lim \VV (xk) \= o o .
k —>00
Since {xfc} is bounded it has a weakly convergent subsequence {a;**} with xkj x 
weakly in I2 for some x  € h- By (5J'4)
V V ( x k*) V V (x)
weakly in I2 as j  —► 00. Since weakly convergent sequences are bounded,
sup \ W ( x kj)\ < 00, 
je n
which is a contradiction. □
Corollary 6.4. The potential V  maps bounded sets into bounded sets.
Proof. For all r  > 0,
sup |F (x)| =  sup I f  ( W ( t x ) , x ) i 2dt 
| i |= r  x £B r \Jo
< r sup | VV”(y) | < 00.
□
L em m a 6.5. I f  qk —^ q weakly in X  as k —» 00, there exists a subsequence {kj} 
such that qkj(t) —k q(t) weakly in I2, for almost all t 6 [0, 1], as j  —>• 00.
Proof. Firstly, x k —L x  weakly in I2 as k -> 00 if and only if
x k, x  £ I2, sup \xk — x\i2 < 00 and x k -» Xi as k —> 00 for every i € N.
k
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Now, since {gfc} is bounded in X , up to a set of measure zero, qk : [0,1] —> M are 
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous for each i, k G N. Hence, by the Arzela- 
Ascoli Theorem and a diagonal subsequence argument, there exists a subsequence 
{kj}  such that qkj(t) —> <&(£) uniformly as j  —» oo for each i e N .  By Lemma B.3,
weak convergence in Z2, for all t G [0,1], qkj(t) —^ q(t) weakly in l2 as j  oo. □  
Define V : X  —► [0, oo) and r  : X  x X  -> R by
T h eo rem  6 .6 . Suppose V  : l2 —i► [0, oo) satisfies (93'1) -  (93'6). Then /o r eoer?/ 
h G ( 0 there exists h* G (0 ,/i] and a non-constant solution u of (6.1) 
with energy h*.
Proof. Let 0 < hi < h2 < (V) be arbitrary but fixed.
Theorem C .l and (93'1) imply V is well defined and belongs to C l {X, [0, oo)), 
verifying (930). Now consider (931). Let g : [0, oo) —» [0, oo) be defined by
Note that p(0) =  0 and g is non-decreasing. Suppose (c, y) + / / ( e ,  0) G A(h2) with 
p > 0 and c G W .  Then
By (93'2), lim ^o o 9(p) = ^ h i Y )  > h2. So, by Lemma 3.8, the set of such p  is 
bounded. Hence
for som e M g I .
To show (932), note that for each i, N  G N, P^Ei  is finite dimensional and,
sup • \qkj(t)—q(t)\i2 < oo for each t G [0,1]. Hence by the above characterisation of
and
g(p) = i n f{ F ( z )  : \x\h > p}.
sup{p  > 0 : y +  pe G A (h2), y G Y }  — M  < oo,
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by (93'2)
lim inf V(Pn x ) > lim inf V  (x ) = 7ii2 (V) .
Hence by Lemma 3.8, Af^(ft) =  A (ft) fl P/v-ft is bounded.
To verify condition (#1) note R N C 71 where
71 := {q G A(h) : V iJ (h ,q )  =  0, 7i < J (h ,q )  < 72,0 < r(q,q) < D},
for some 72 > 71 > 0, D > 0. Let q E 71. Then, by the same argument as on 
page 37,
Then q E  A(/i), (93'2) and (6.4) imply that the norm of q is bounded indepen­
dently of N.  Hence (#1) holds.
The conditions (QJ'l), (93'2) and (93'3) ensure, by the proof of Theorem 3.9, 
that the conditions (fi2) and (fi3) hold.
Therefore, in the setting of (93'1), (93'2) and (93'3), all the conditions of 
Theorem 6.2 are satisfied. Hence there exists f t ,  f t  € dependent of hi and f t ,  
such that for almost all f t  E  [ft, ft] there is an increasing sequence {TV*} C N, 
C g R  and qk G PnhX  with {qk} bounded in X ,




0 <  [  (Sqk '(t), qk ’(t))i2 dt < C  independently of k, (6.5a)
independently of k G N and ho G [hi, ft],
(6.5c)
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for all r  G PNkX , and
0 <  [  h0 - V ( q k(t))dt. (6.5d)
Jo
Since {qk} is bounded in X  there is a subsequence, labelled k , and q G X  such 
that qk —1 q weakly in X and, for each fixed i G N, qk —> qi uniformly as k —> oo. 
Let
>1 =  J  (Sqk '(t),qk '(t))i2dt (2  j  h0 -  V(qk( t ) )d t \  . (6.6)
By (6.5a), (6.5b), (6.5d) and since the potential V  is non-negative, A* G [j^, ^ -]. 
So there exists a subsequence, labelled k , such that {A*} converges to some
A e  [&> & ] • By (6-5c)
f  (Sqk '(t),r'(t))h dt = \ l  f  {PNkV V (q k(t)),r(t))h dt 
Jo Jo
for all r G X .  Hence for each i G N,
f  * 8? W W  =  AJ f  ( W ( q k(t))){m  dt  (6.7)
JO Jo
for all (p G Co°(0,1; R) and all k with Nk >  L
Since qk —*■ q weakly in X ,  qk/ —1 q' weakly in L2(0, l ; ^ )  and so qkl —" q[ 
weakly in L2(0 ,1; R). Let {e* : i G N} be a basis for Then for each fixed i G N 
and (p G Co°(0, ^  ^)»
[  Siqj['{t)<l>'(t)dt-> [  Siql{t)^(t)dt  (6 .8)
Jo Jo
as k —> 00. Now, since {gfc} is bounded in X , {<?fc(t) : & G N, t  G [0,1]} is, by
Lemma B.3, bounded in I2. So, by ($J'4) and Lemma 6.3, { W ( q k(t)) : k G
N, t G [0,1]} is bounded in I2. Since qk —^ q weakly in X ,  by Lemma 6.5, there 
is a subsequence, labelled k, such that qk(t) —*■ q(t) weakly in I2 for all t G [0,1]. 
By (tf '4 ),
V V (q k(t)) -  VV(q(t))
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weakly in l2 for all t G [0,1]. Hence for each i G N,
{ W ( q k(t))). -> (VV(q(t))).
for all t G [0,1] as j  —» oo. So by Lemma 6.3 and the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem, for alH  G N and all </> G 1; M),
f  (W (« * (i)) )^ ( t)  At -»■ f  (VV(q ( t ) ) )^ ( t )  At (6.9)
Jo Jo
as j  —> oo. Hence by (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9),
[  (Sq'(t)i <l>'(t)ei)dt = A2 f  (W {q{ t ) ) ,  </>(t)ei) dt,
Jo Jo
for all (j) G C ^ O ,1; R) and all i G N. So by Lemma B.2, g ' G l  and
Sq" +  \ 2VV(q)  =  0. (6.10)
Therefore
Hence
^ { ^ 5 g '( t ) ,g '( t ) ) i2 +  A2F (9(t))} =  0.
]-{Sq',q')i2 + X 2V(q) = \ 2h*, for some h'  € R. (6-11)
£
By the definition of X , g;(0) =  0, so h* — F(g(0)). By (6.7) and Lemma B.2, qk 
is twice continuously differentiable and
Sqk " + XlPNtV V (q k) = 0 .  (6 .12)
Hence
\ ( S q k ',qk ')h + XlV(qk) = h0X l  (6.13)
where the constant of integration is given by another integration and (6.6). There­
fore, by (6.13) and since qk , (0) =  0, y(<7fc(0)) =  ho. Since gfc(0) —1 #(0) weakly 
in Z2 as A; — oo, by (QJ'5),
h0 =  lim inf V(qk(0)) > V(q(0)) =  h*, (6-14)
fc—>oo
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and consequently, by (6.11),
1
§<Sg', <7%  +  >?V(q) =  A2ft* <  A2ft0. (6.15)
Next we show that q is non constant. By (6.5a) and (6.5d)
0 < A  < h0 [  (Sqk '(t),qk '(t))hdt. (6.16)
Jo
If, for each i G N, q*' —> q[ uniformly as k —> oo then
0 < ^  < lim sup [  (Sqk '{t),qk '(t))i2dt, 
n>o k-*oo Jo
p i  p p i  oo
=  lim sup /  ^ 2  l«? '(<) I2 -  lim inf /  ^  |gf '(f) |2 df
Jo Jo i t i i=P+1
and by bounded convergence,
>1 p  r l  00
I
i=p+i
then, by two applications of Fatou’s Lemma,
• i p  ri  00
I
i=p+l
pi P pi oo
= /  V ]  lim sup I* '(f) |2 d f - l i m  inf /  Y '  |g f '(f) |2df, 
Jo j r i  * - oo
^ | g , ' ( f ) | 2d f -  /  ^  liniinf |g*'(f)|2df,
z=l "'° t  ~*°°
=  [  (Sq'(t),q’(t))h dt . (6.17)
Jo
Now we prove there is a subsequence, labelled fc, such that for each i 6 N
Qi ' ~* Qi uniformly as k —> oo.
By (6.12), qf is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies
Qi " +  A* (W (qk))i =  0, (6.18a)
9? '(°) = ° .  (6-18b)
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whenever k > i. Since qk —^ q pointwise weakly in l2 as k —> oo, and since W  is 
weakly continuous, for all t € [0,1]
{VV(qk(t)))i (W fa W )) , as k -► oo.
However {gfc} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on [0,1]. Since, by 
(QJ'6), (V 7 ). is uniformly continuous on bounded sets in I2, the composition 
{ ( ( r^fc))i}/fceN is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous from [0,1] to R. The 
Arzela-Ascoli Theorem and a diagonal subsequence argument imply that there 
exists a subsequence, labelled k, such that
('W ( q k(t)))i —► ( W ( q ( t ) ) ) . uniformly as k —> 00
for each i e N .  Therefore (6.10) and (6.18a) imply
qkn . ^ ( y y ^ ) ) ^  uniformly as k —> 00.
Hence by (6.18b) and [Apo57, Theorem 13-13, p402]
Qi ' qi' uniformly as k —> 00.
Therefore (6.17) holds completing the proof that q is non-constant.
To show that q yields a solution of (6.1), let u(t) = q( t/A) for all t  G R. Then 
u € C 2(l2, [0,00)) and, by (6.10) and (6.15),
Su"(t) +  W  (u{t)) = 0,
| ( Su'(t) ,u'(t))h + V(u(t)) = ft*,and 
u '(0) =  u'(A) =  0.
By (6.17), ^(Su'(t),  u'(t))i2 > 0 for some t G R. Therefore h* > 0 as the po­
tential V  is non-negative. Finally, the proof follows since hi and /&2 were chosen 
arbitrarily in (0,'Hi2{V))- □
C o ro lla ry  6.7. I f  in addition to ( W 1)-(%}'6),
( W ( x i , . . . ,  X j - 1 , 0 , Xj+ 1 , . .  .))^. =  0 implies Ppx =  0 ,
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then Uj ^  0.
Proof. This follows from (6.10) since the solutions u arising from Theorem 6.6 
satisfy f*°(Su'(t), u'(t))i2 dt > 0 by definition of u and (6.17). □
The fact that (5J/l)-(5 J /6) and the condition of Corollary 6.7 are compatible 
conditions is proved by the following example.
E x am p le  6.8. Let g G C 1(/2, [0,1)) have bounded gradient and suppose g(Ppx) = 
0 if  and only if  Ppx = 0. Let f  G C^M, [0,1)) be such that 1 > f '(s )  > 0 for all 
s G l  and let a  G I2 with cti > 0 whenever i > p. Now define V  : I2 —> [0,00) by
V(x)  =  g(Ppx ) f( (a ,  x)i2) +  \x\f2 for all x  G l2.
Then F(0) =  0 and V  G C l {l2, [0,00)) with
VV'(x) =  f { (a ,x ) h )PpVg(Ppx) + g(Ppx ) f ' ( ( a ,x ) h )a + 2x.
It is clear that V  satisfies the conditions ( W  1)~(^3'6). To verify the condition 
of Corollary 6.7, put x ^  =  (rci, x 2, . . . ,  Xj-\, 0, Xj+1, . . . ) .  Then for all j  > p,
( W ( s < %  =  g(Ppx ) f ' ( ( a , x ^ ) h )aj
=  0 if and only if  Ppx  =  0.
R em a rk  6.9. I f  in addition to V  is weakly continuous (in the
sense that V (x k) —> V(x) whenever x k —1 x weakly as k 00), then (6.14) holds 
with equality. This would imply that there is a non-trivial solution of (6.1) for all 
h G (0 ,<H/2(F)). However ( W l )  and (%3'2) are incompatible with V  being weakly 
continuous. To show this suppose both hold. By (VB'2) there exists r > 0 and 
e > 0 such that
inf V  (x ) > e.
\x\i2= r
Let x n =  ren, where {en} is an orthonormal basis for l2, then \xn\i2 = r and 
x n —k 0 weakly in l2 as n —» 00. However, by fiO'l) and the weak continuity of 
V,
0 =  v(0) =  lim V (x n) > lim inf V (x n) > e > 0,
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which is a contradiction. A consequence of this is that VV is not permitted to be 
compact as this implies V  is weakly continuous by [Vai64, Theorem 8.2, p. 76].
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Chapter 7
Even Potentials in Infinite 
Dim ensions
This chapter brings together the theory of even potentials defined on finite dimen­
sional spaces in Chapter 4 and the theory of potentials defined on l2 in Chapter 
6. An even potential defined on l2 is considered. We seek odd periodic u : R -> l2 
satisfying
for all t  G R, where V  G C ^ ^ R )  is even and to > 0- The potential is normalised 
so that V (0) =  0. As in Chapter 6 the operator S  : l2 ► l2 is given by (Sx)i =  S{Xi 
for a l i i  6 N with
for some fixed p G N.
By (7.1b) and (7.1c) there are no constant solutions of (7.1) unless h* = 0; 
if h* =  0 the only constant solution is the zero solution. We show, when the 
potential is even, there exists a solution of (7.1) for almost all h G ( 0 , /2(^))  
where
Su"{t) +  W (u ( t) )  =  0, 
^{Su'(t),u '( t))h + V(u(t)) = h, 




+1 if 1 < i < p, 
—1 if p < i,
nw ,i2(V) = lim inf V(x) > 0,
\Pwx\i2-*oo
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W  is a subspace of I2 with co-dimension p — 1 containing the negative eigenspace 
of 5, and Pw  is the orthogonal projection of I2 onto W.
7.1 Abstract theory
Let X  be a separable Hilbert space and X  Y  C X  be a closed subspace so that 
X  = Y  ® Z  where Z  = Y L. Let Ei be subspaces of X ,  i G N. We do not assume 
that the Ei are finite dimensional. Let P^  : X  —> X  be such that
(i) PN : X  —► X  is a projection for all N  e N ,
(ii) PjyEi =  (PjyEi n  Y)  © (Pv-Ei n  Z ) for all i, N  G N,
(iii) Ei c  Ei+i for all i e N ,
(iv) UieN Pn E x is dense in Pn X , and
(v) Pat-E1* is finite dimensional for all i ,N  € N .
By (i) it follows that P n X  is closed in X .  Let Vu(rc) denote the gradient at x  6 X , 
with respect to the inner product (•, •) in X ,  of a C 1 functional u : X  —> R. If 
x E PnEi let Vf^u(x) 6 PnE* denote the gradient of its restriction to PnE ^  and 
if x e  P n X  let V Nu(x) G P n X  denote the gradient of its restriction to P n X  
with respect to the same inner product.
Let 0 < /i2 <  00, e € P/vEi H Z  for all N  sufficiently large, ||e|| =  1, V : X  —> 
[0,00) be a functional and for any h G [0,00) denote
A(h) =  {x  G X  : V(x) < h} and A^(h )  =  A(/i2) fl Pn E i -
Let P iy  denote the orthogonal projection of Ei onto Y  fl Ei\ the subscript Y  has 
been added to avoid confusion with the projection PN. Suppose V €
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satisfies the following properties:
(2J0*) V(y +  fie) >  0 =  V(0) whenever fi > 0 and y G T;
(931) sup {fi > 0 : y +  fie G A (h2), y e Y }  = M  < oo;
(932*) {?/ +  fie : y G Y, fi > 0} fl Af^/12) is bounded in X  for all z, AT G N;
(933*) Pi.yAf (h2) is bounded for all i, N  G N.
Suppose t  : X  x  X  —» R is a continuous, symmetric, bilinear functional with 
(T l) r(y, z) =  0 for all (?/, z) G F  x Z ;
(T2) t ( z , 2:) >  Co11^ 112 > 0 for all z G Z \  {0};
(T3*) 0 < - r ( y , y )  < c0\\y\\2 for all y G Y\
(T4) t ( x , x ) =  0 for all (x, x) G PnFi x PN(E^-) for all i, N  G N.
For all h G (0, /12) and i G l ,  define
J ( h ,x )  =  r(a;,:r)(/i — V(rr)) and J(/i, x) =  (r(:r, x))+(h — V(x)) + .
The following theorem is a straightforward adaptation of Section 4.1 to the infinite 
dimensional case; the argument is the same as that of Section 6.1 where the 
existence theory of Section 2.1 is extended to infinite dimensions.
T h e o rem  7.1. Let V and r  satisfy (V30*), (i131), (%J2*), ($33*), (T l) , (T2), 
(T3*) and (T4), and suppose (see page 78) (fi) holds. Fix hi G (0, h2\. Then
there exists (3\ ,p 2 € R such that for almost all ho G [hi^ 2] there exists an
increasing sequence {A^} C N, a real number C  =  C(ho) and a bounded sequence 
{z*} C X  with x k G satisfying
(i) 0 < r (x k, x k) < C (independently of k)
(ii) 0 < Pi < J(ho,xk) < (82 (independently of k and ho G [ h ^ h ^ )
(iii) 2r(xk,x ) (h Q — V(xk)) =  r (x k,x k) (V NkV(xk),x) for all x  G PNkX
(iv) x k G ANk (h0) = A(h0) H PNkX
(v) supfceN \\xk\\ < 00. □
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7.2 Brake periodic orbits
Let X  be the real separable Hilbert space defined by
X  =  {q : q\[o,i] € W h2{0, 1, l2), q{ 1 -  t) = q{ 1 +  t ), g ( - t)  =  -g (t)  Vt G 
with inner product
(p , q ) =  [  ( p / W , ^ W ) i 2 d L
JoF
For /V G N let Pn  : X  —> X  be the projections defined by
-P/v9 =  (qi, 92,• • •, 9w,  0 , . . . ) .
Let
Ei =  span{ej)A: : 0 < k < i, j  G N}, z G N0j 
where, for j  G N and k G No,
ei,fcW :=  (°> • • • sinfort, , 0 , . . . ) g /2.
j- th  coeff.
For each q £ X  write q(t) = (z ( t) ,y ( t)) where z(t) G Rp, p G N and y(t) G l2. 
Define
y  =  { (0 ,y )€ X }  and Z =  y 1 =  { ( 2 ,0 ) G l} .
Let e G Rp satisfy |e| =  2. Put (e, 0)(£) =  (e, 0) sinzrt then (e, 0) G Fl Z  for
all N  > p. Let
W  =  {(/ze, c) : /i G I ,  c G y  C I2
and let Pw  be the orthogonal projection of l2 onto W .  Let V  G C l{l2, R) be even, 
define
^ w , i2(v ) = , lim inf F(x)\Pwx\l2-^ 00
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and suppose
(9J'l*) V(0) =  0 <  V(x)  for all x  e  W;
(<U'2*) 0 < H w,i2(V);
(2J'3) {z,dzV(x)) < C( 1 +  V(x) +  |x |7) for all x  =  (z,y)  G I2 where z  G MP, 
C  > 0 and 0 <  7  <  2;
(QJ'4) if x k x  weakly in I2 as k -> 00 then W fa:* ) —^ W ( x )  weakly in I2 as
(5J'6) for each i G N, (V F )i : Z2 —>• M. is uniformly continuous on bounded sets. 
Define V : X  —>■ [0,00) and r  : X  x X  —>■ R by
Then r  clearly satisfies the conditions (T l), (T2), (T3*) and (T4) with c0 =  1.
T h e o rem  7.2. Suppose V  G C ^ ^ R )  is even and satisfies (QJ'l*) -  (2J'2*); 
(QJ 73) -  (£J'6). Then there exists a solution u of (7.1) for almost all h G
Proof Firstly we show all the conditions of Theorem 7.1 are satisfied. Let 0 < 
hi < h2 < TLw ,i2 ( V )  be arbitrary but fixed. Condition (2J'l*) clearly implies 
(5J0*) since p(e(t), 0) +  (0 ,y(t)) G W  for a l l t  G R and (0, y) G Y.
Let h G (0,'Hw,h(y)) be arbitrary but fixed. Define gw • [0,00) —> R U { —00} 
b y ............................................................................................................................................................
Then gw is increasing and limp^ oo9w{p) = ' H w , i2 ( V ) .  Suppose (pe,y) G A(h) 
where p  > 0 and (0, y) G Y .  Then by definition of A(h)
k —> 00;
(2J'5) if x k x  weakly in I2 as k —> 00 then lim inf V (x k) > V(x)\
and
/ gw {2\p\ sin7rt) 
Jo
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Hence sup{^ > 0 : (fje,y) G A(h), (0,?/) G Y }  < oo and so (571) holds.
Suppose there exists {g*} C {/i(e, 0) +  (0, y) G A^(h)  : (0,y) G Y } ,  for 
fixed i ,N  G N, such tha t \\qk\\ —> oo as k —» oo. Since {qk} is a sequence of 
analytic functions in a finite dimensional space the conditions of Lemma 3.8 are 
satisfied and so there exists an increasing sequence {fcj} C N and U C [0,1] with 
mea,sU > suc^ that \Qkj\h 00 uniformly for t G U. Then, since
qki : R  —> W ,
h >  [  V(qk* (t) )d t>  [  gw (\qki{t)\i2)d t-+ H w ,i2(V)mea,sU 
Jo Ju
for as j  -> oo. This contradicts the fact that measC/ > h/'Hw,i2{Y) an<^  so 
completes the proof of (572*).
Suppose, for fixed i, N  G N, there exists {(zk, yk)} C {(z , y) G Af  (h) : (z, y) G 
Z  x Y }  such that \\Pi}Y(zk, yk)\\ = ||(0,i/fc)|| —> oo as k —> oo. Then there exists 
an increasing sequence {kj}  C N and U C [0, 1] with meas U > h/'Hw,i2{V) such 
that |(0 ,ykj)\i2 —>■ oo uniformly for t G £/. Then
h >  [  V ((zk>,yki{ t ) ) )d t>  f  g w m y ^ m ^ d t ^ H w ^ r n e a s U  
Jo Ju
for as j  —y oo. This contradicts the fact that m easU > h/Ww,i2(V) and so 
completes the proof of (573*).
To verify (#1), let 72 > 71 > 0, D > 0 be arbitrary and fixed. Recall the set 
7ZN is given by
1lN =  UieN{q e  A f (h) : V * J ( h ,q )  = 0,71 < J (h ,q )  < 72,0 < r(q,q) < D}. 
Let q G R N, then (57'3) implies
\q\t)\2d t < ^ - ( l  + h + ^  k '( t) |2<l^ j ,
and so R N is bounded in X  independently of N.  Hypotheses (fj2) and (#3) 
follow as in the proof of Theorem 3.9.
We have shown that all the conditions of Theorem 7.1 are satisfied. Hence 
there exists A , A  £ R, dependent of hi and /12, such that for almost all ho G
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[hi,h2] there is an increasing sequence {Nk} C N, C  G R and qk G PNkX  with 
{<?*} bounded in X ,
0 < [  (Sqk ,(t),qk l(t))i2dt < C  independently of A;, (7.2a)
Jo
o <  /3i <  [  {Sqk '(t),qk '(t))h dt [ h o -  V(qk(t))d t < th  (7.2b) 
Jo Jo
in d ep en d en tly  of k G N an d  h0 G [hi, h2],
2 [  (Sqk f( t ) / ( t ) ) h dt [  h0 - V { q k(t))dt  (7.2c)
Jo Jo
=  [ \ s q k '(t),qk '(t))h dt [ \ w ( q k(t)),r(t))l2dt 
Jo Jo
for all r G PNkX , and
0 <  [  h o - V ( q k(t))dt.
Jo
Since {g*} is bounded in X  there exists a subsequence, labelled k, such that 
qk q weakly in X  for some q G X  with qk —> qi uniformly as k —» oo. Let
x l  = J\sqk '(t), qk '( t))h dt (2  £  ho -  V(qk(t)) dt
The fact that A * is uniformly bounded above follows immediately from (7.2a)
and (7.2b). Since {gfc} is bounded in X ,  Lemma B.3 implies \qk(t)\i2 is uniformly 
bounded in t and k. Therefore V(qk(t)) is uniformly bounded in t and k since V  
maps bounded sets into bounded sets by Corollary 6.4. Hence
0 < f  h0 — V (qk(t)) dt < sup f  ho — V (qk(t)) dt =: M  
Jo ken Jo
< 00
and consequently, by (7.2a), > M  2/?i/2 for all k G N. So choose a subse­
quence, labelled k, such that A& —>• A for some A > 0. By the same argument as
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in the proof of Theorem 6.6, q' € X ,  qk 1 -* qi' uniformly as k —>• oo,
Sq" +  A2W ( q )  =  0 and f (Sq,(t)1q,(t))i2 dt > 0.
Jo
Therefore
Sq',q')h + X2V(q) = X2ht 
for some h* 6 M. By (7.2c), qk satisfies
\ { S q k ',qk ')h + \ lV { q k) = ha\ l  
By (9J'5) and since q '(l) =  0 =  9* '(1),
hT =  V(g(l)) <  lim inf V(qk{l)) = h.k—>00
Finally, since #(0) =  0 =  <7fc(0),
 ^= li^ “f^<59*'(o),9*'(o))i2 - ^ ( 5V(°),<?'(0))i2 =  h r .
Hence h* = h and the proof of the theorem is complete. □
The following example shows that the conditions of Theorem 7.2 can be sat­
isfied and the resulting solution has infinitely many non-zero components.
E x am p le  7.3. Let f  : R —>• R be a bounded, smooth, strictly increasing function 
such that f ( r )  =  0 only if r = 0. Let {a*}, {6*} C h  satisfy
.................................................................................... i e N
For x E I2 define
i e N
Then the potential V  is even, lies in is weakly lower semi-continuous
and its gradient is weakly continuous. Moreover, for A  ^  0 sufficiently small, the
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potential V  is positive on P w h • The gradient of the potential V  is given by 
W { x )  =  Pw x + A f  ( ^ { a 1 ,x ) l2(bl ,x )h ) ^  (al{b \x )h +  bl(a\ x )h ) (7.3)
z€N z6N
for all x €. I2. We make the following assumptions on {a*} and {b1}.
(a) I f  (a1, x)i2 = 0 for all i € N then Ppx  =  0;
(b) i f  {a*} C R and
i e  n
is convergent with limit having only a finite number of non-zero components, then 
a.i =  0 for all i G N. (In particular, this implies each b% has an infinite number 
of non-zero components.)
An example of {61} C h satisfying (b) is provided by
v  =  i ( a  -L
Suppose
y ]  a f t = 0.
zeN
Then, for fixed j  G the j-th  component is given by
^2  ^  n'2»2 =
Therefore
1*i“
OLj   a i
~A2 ~  /  v A2
J ie N
and so aj = 0 for all j  G N. I f  x has only finitely many non-zero components, 
then
Pw x  +  A f ( ^ 2 ( a \  x )h (b\ x )h ) ^ 2  al(bl ,x)i2
zGN zGN
has only finitely many non-zero components. I f  in addition W ( x )  has only
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finitely many non-zero components, then by (7.3),
i € N
has only finitely many non-zero components. Hypothesis (b) and (a) then imply 
Ppx = 0. Now, let u be a brake periodic orbit of energy h G R of
Su"(t) +  W  (u) = 0. (7.4)
I f  u has only finitely many non-zero components then the above argument implies 
Ppu = 0. Then equation (7.4) and (7.3) imply (I  — Pp)u = 0. In conclusion, if 
u is a brake periodic orbit satisfying (7.4) and u has only finitely many non-zero 
components, then u = 0. □
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A ppendix A  
A bstract Integration
In this appendix we define and outline the basic properties of the Bochner integral
J  f { s ) d n ( s )
where /  maps from a set 5  to a Banach space X .  Accounts of the Bochner 
integral in [DunSch58, Yos80] are summarised in the appendix of [Bre73].
Construction of the integral
Let S' be a set and /i be a bounded non-negative measure defined on a cr-algebra 
£  of S. Now define a semi-norm on the set of functions /  : S  —> X  by
l / l  =  “ f  ( a  +  M*({s  €  S  : | | / ( s ) | |  >  a } ) } ,
a>0
where, for an arbitrary subset E  of S,
= inf{/i(F) : F  G £, E  C F}.
A subset E  of S is /z-null if n*(E) =  0, and a function /  : S —> X  is a //-null 
function if {s G S : ||/(s ) || > a} is //-null for all a > 0. We say that f  = g 
fi-almost everywhere (a.e.) if f ( s )  =  g(s) for all s G S  \  N  where N  is /i-null. A 
function f  : S  X  is a /i-null function if and only if | / |  =  0 [DunSch58, III.2.4,
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p. 103]. Therefore the relation on the set of functions from S  to X  given by
f  ~  g if and only if \ f  -  g\ = 0
is an equivalence relation. The //-null functions form a linear subspace of the set 
of functions /  : S  —>• X. We denote the equivalence class containing /  by [/], 
and we let F(S, E ,//, X )  = {[/] : /  : S  —>■ X }  which is a normed linear space 
with |[/]| =  | / | . We speak of elements of F(S, E ,//, X) as functions rather than 
a set of equivalent functions and we write /  in place of [/]. Convergence in the 
normed linear space is called convergence in //-measure.
A function /  : 5  —» X  is said to be //-measurable if, for every E  E E, X e }  
lies in the closure of F(S, E,//; X) under | • |. The set of //-measurable functions, 
denoted M (5, E, //; X ), is a closed linear subspace of F(S, E, //; X). If /  : S  —> X  
is //-measurable then | |/ | |  : S  —>• R is //-measurable [DunSch58, III.2.12, pl06].
A function /  : S  —> X  is called a step function if it //-a.e. equal to a function 
g : S  X  which has only a finite number of values, and a step function /  is said 
to be //-integrable if <7-1({£}) £ E for all x  G X. For each E  E E we define
f  f ( s )  d/i(s) =  "^2 K E  n
Je xex
where the sum is finite by the definition of a step function.
A function /  : 5  —» X  is said to be //-integrable if there is a sequence f n of 
//-integrable step functions converging to /  in //-measure with
lim [  || fm(s) -  / n(s)|| d/z(s) =  0.m,n—>oo Jg
Then for each E  G E, f E / n(s) d//(s) converges in X  and the limit is independent 
of the choice of sequence f n satisfying the conditions. Finally, for each E  G E, 
let
[  f ( s )  dfi(s) =  lim [  f n(s) d//(s).
JE n-*oo JE
Denote the set of (equivalence classes of) all //-integrable functions /  : S  —>■ X  
by L (S , E, //; X ), or just L (S ; X) if E and // are understood.
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Basic properties
The set L(S, E, p; X )  is a linear space and, for each E  6 E, the map I e : 
L(S, E, n; X )  -> X  defined by
I e U )  =  [  f ( s )  dn(s )
JE
is linear. A /i-measurable function /  : S  -» X  is integrable if and only if the 
function | |/ | | : S  —> R is integrable [DunSch58, III.2.22]. If /  G L(S, E, /x; X )  
then, by [DunSch58, III.2.15 & III.2.16],
II [  / ( s )  d / x ( s ) | | <  f | | / ( s ) | |
Js Js
Lemma A .I. Whenever x* G X* and f  G L(5, E ,/i;X ), x*(f)  G L(S, E ,/i;R ) 
and
x * [  / W W =  [  x*(f(s))d/i(s).
Js Js
Proof. See [DunSch58, III.2.19]. □
Let 1 <  p < oo. Then we denote 1^(5, E,/i; X )  to be the set of (equivalence 
classes of) /i-measurable functions /  : S  —¥ X  such that | | / | |p : S  —> R is /i- 
integrable. We endow i / (5 ,  E,/i; X )  with the norm
l l / l l p = ( ^ l l / W I I P d ^ ) )  •
Then Lp(5, E, /i; X )  is a Banach space. If A  is a Hilbert space then L2(S, E, /i; A) 
a Hilbert space with inner product
( f , 9)P = [  ( f(s ) ,g (s))x ds.
Js
Theorem A .2. [DunSch58, III.6.16, pl51 ](Lebesgue Dominated Convergence) 
Let 1 < p < oo and suppose {/„} is a sequence in LP(S,'E, /i;X ) converg­
ing p-almost everywhere to a function f .  Suppose there exists a function g G 
LP(S, E, X )  such that | / n(s)| < \g(s) I A4-almost everywhere. Then
f  G 2 /(5 , E, /i; A) and \\fn — f\\p —> 0 as n  —» oo.
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By a theorem of Pettis [Yos80], a function /  : S  -> X  is /i-measurable if and 
only if
(i) there exists a /i-null set N  such that f ( S \ N )  is contained in a separable 
set, and
(ii) for every x* £ X* the function s x*(f(s))  on S  is /i-measurable.
In our use of the Bochner integral, X  is always separable, so condition (i) above 
is automatically satisfied. Additionally S  is a closed bounded interval I  in R with 
the usual topology. In this case E is taken to be the Borel cr-algebra, generated 
by closed sets in S, /i the corresponding Lebesgue measure. We write d/i(s) as ds, 
L(5, E ,/i;X ) as L (5 ;X ), and we drop reference to /i in /i-measurability and /i- 
integrability. Since any continuous real-valued function 0 on S  may be uniformly 
approximated by integrable step functions, <j> is measurable. So by criteria (i) 
and (ii) above, any continuous function / : / —>• X  is measurable and hence, by 
Theorem A.2, integrable.
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A ppendix B 
Sobolev Spaces
In this appendix we define the space W l'p(0,1; X ) and outline some of its proper­
ties. The basis of this summary is the appendix of [Bre73] and [ButGia98, Chp. 
2].
D efin ition  B .l .  The function f  : [0,1] —>■ X  belongs to W 1,p(0 ,1;X ) if  there 
exists a function g G Lp{0,1; A) such that
f ( t ) = f ( 0 ) + [  g{s)ds for all t  G [0,1].
Jo
Note that if /  G W 1,p(0,1; X )  then /  is absolutely continuous. A point 
t G (0,1) is called a Lebesgue point of g G 1^(0 ,1; X )  if
The set of Lebesgue points of g G 1^(0,1; X )  has full measure [DunSch58, III.12.9] 
and
p t + h
k h /  ^  dS  =  ^  a ' e  *  €  t 0 ’  1 1 ’h —y 0 , h ^ 0  h,
In particular, /  G W 1,p(0 ,1; A) is Frechet (&; Gateaux) differentiable for almost 
all t G [0,1] and
d/[t]s =  f f(t)s = g(t)s for all s G l .
The vector space W 1,p(0,1; A) is a Banach space when endowed with the norm
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given by
and when X  is a real Hilbert space, W 1,2(0 ,1;X)  is a real Hilbert space with 
inner product
for all <j> G Co°(0,1; K) and all n  G N. Then f  G W l,2{0,1; X )  and f '  = g almost 
everywhere.
Proof. Fix n G N. Then by integration by parts
for all (f> G Co°(0,1;R). By DuBois-Reymond’s lemma [ButGia98, Lemma 1.8, 
p. 15] there is a constant cn G R such that
and so by Lemma A .l and Riesz’s Theorem
(f ( s) ~ f  9(t) dt, e„> =  Cn a.e s G [0,1].
Jo
Since a countable union of null sets is null, (B.l) holds for all n  G N and
L em m a B .2. Let X  be a separable real Hilbert space with basis {en : n G N} and 
let f , g  G L2(0 ,1;X ) .  Suppose
a.e s G [0,1]
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for all n € N. Therefore
f ( s )  -  [  g(t) dt = /(0 ) a.e s G [0,1] 
Jo
Hence /  G W 1,2(0 ,1 ;X )  and f '  = g almost everywhere. □
L em m a B .3. Let X  be a Banach space and q G W 1,2(0 ,1;X ) .  Then ||g(t)|| < 
2||<7||w1-2(o,i;x) Sor t € (0,1).
Proof. By the definition of W 1,2(0 ,1; X), for all t G (0,1),
q(t) = q(0) +  [  q'(r) dr.
Jo
Hence for all s , t  G (0,1),
IkWII <  IkWII +  ll ^ W d r l l  < Il9(«)|| + jT ' l lg 'W lldr .
Integrating with respect to s and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
IkWII <  ( j [ 1 |k(s)ll2d s ) 1/2+  ( ^ I k ' W l p d s )  <  2\\g\\m ,.(0,1^0 
as required. □
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A ppendix C 
R egularity of Functionals
Let X  be a Hilbert space and let V  G C l (X, [0, oo)). Consider the functional 
V : W ^ 2(0} 1; X )  -> [0, oo) defined by
for all q G W 1,2(0,1; A ). Note that since elements in W 1,2(0,1; X )  are continuous, 
V is well defined.
T h eo rem  C .l .  Let V  G C l (X, [0, oo)). Then V G C 1(W,1*2(0 ,1; X ) ,  [0, oo)) and
for all q,r  G W l,2{0,1; X ) .
Proof. We will prove that V : W 1,2(0,1; X) —> [0, oo) is continuously Gateaux 
differentiable with
Then we will show that V ' : W 1,2(0 ,1; X )  —> W 1,2(0 ,1; X)*  is continuous and so, 
by [ChoHal82, Theorem 1.3], V G C ^ W 1,2^ ,  1; X ), [0, oo)) and V'(^) =  dV[<?] 
for all q G W 1,2(0 ,1; X).
Fix q and r  in W 1,2(0 ,1; X ).  Since V  G C l (X, [0, oo)) the function t i-> 
V(q(s) +  tr(s)) is differentiable for each s G (0,1). So, by the Mean Value
dV[q\r= [  (V V (q(t)) ,r (t))d t  
Jo




t  1{ y ( g ( s )+ tr ( s ) ) - l / (g ( s ) )}  =  (VF(g(s) +  0(s,t)r(s)),r(s)>  (C.l)
where 0(s, t) G (0,t). In the following we do not assume that 6 is a measurable 
function of s. Note that the measurability of s i-> {W (q(s)+ Q r(s)) , r(s)) follows 
from the equality (C.l). Since VV^  : X  —» X  is continuous and 9 —>• 0 as t -> 0, 
for each s G (0,1)
|(VV(®(») + 6(s,t)r(s))  -  W (® («)),r(«))| -» 0 (C.2)
as t —y 0. Since the function (s , t ) i-> ^(s) +  tr(s) is a continuous function from 
[0,1] x  [0,1] into X ,  set {q{s) +  6r(s) : s G (0,1)} is contained in a compact 
subset of X  and since W  is continuous,
{ |<W (g(s) + 0 (a ,i)r(« )) -  VV(q(s)),r(s))\ : s , t  € (0,1)} (C.3)
is bounded in R. The equations (C.2), (C.3) allow us to use the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem below. Let tn > 0 with tn —»■ 0 as n —> oo. Then
V{q +  tnh) -  V(q)
tn
-  [ \ v V ( q ( s ) ) , r ( s ) ) d t  
Jo
=  I [  O W tf O 5) + tt>r(s)) -  V(g(s))} -  (W (q ( s ) ) , r ( s ) )d s  
\Jo
= \ [  ( W ( q(s) +  <9(s,tn)r(s)) -  W (q ( s ) ) , r ( s ) ) d s  , by (C.l),
\Jo
< [  \(VV(q(s) + 8(s,tn) r ( s ) ) - V V ( q ( s ) ) , r ( s ) ) \ d s ^ 0
J o ....................................................................................................................
as n —> oo. Hence V is Gateaux differentiable with
V '(q )r=  (  (VV(q(s)), r(s)) ds for all q, r G VF1,2(0 ,1; X).
Jo
We conclude the proof by showing that V  : W 1,2(0,1;X)* —>• W 1,2(0 ,1; X)* is
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continuous. Let qn —> q as n -» oo in W 1,2(0,1; X ). Then
||V '(gn) -  V '(9)||w i,j(0li iX). =  sup \V'(qn) r - V ' ( q ) r \
llr l lw 1*2(0 ,l;X )=:1
=  sup I f (VV(qn(t)) -  VV (q{s)) ,r (s))d t  
llr llwl.2(0,l;X) =  ^
< (jf' ll  v w w j - w f a W J l l 2* )  .
Since {<?(s) : s 6 [0,1]} is compact in X  and, by Lemma B.3, qn —>• q uniformly 
in X ,  the function
« i- H | V W » ) ) - W ( 9(«))||*
is uniformly bounded and point-wise convergent to 0. So the Dominated Conver­
gence Theorem applies to give
||V '(<?") — H► 0 as n —> oo.
□
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A ppendix D 
Brouwer degree
This summary is based on [Llo78] where a fuller account may be found. Let 2) be 
the set of bounded open subsets of R^. For D  G D, denote the boundary of D  
with respect to R N by dD  and let C(D) denote the space of continuous functions 
f  : D R N equipped with the supremum norm. A triple ( f ,D ,p )  is said to be 
admissible if
D e ® ,  f  G C(D) and P e R N \ f ( d D ) .
For each admissible ( f ,D ,p )  there is an associated integer d (/, D,p), called the 
Brouwer degree of /  at p  relative to D, with the following properties:
(i) if D  G 2) and p G D  then d (% , D,p) =  1,
(ii) if D i, D2, D g 2 )  with Di H D2 =  0 and D\, D2 C D, and /  G C(D) with 
p  0  f ( D  \  (Di U D2)) then
d (/, D, p) =  d ( f \Dl, Di,p)  +  d(f\D2 ,D 2,p),
(iii) if D  G 2) and h : [0,1] -»  C(D) is continuous, then provided p h(t)(dD) 
for all t G [0,1] then d(h(t), D }p) is independent of t G [0,1],
(iv) if ( /, D,p) is admissible then ( /  — p, D , 0) is admissible and
d ( / ,A ? )  = d ( / - p , A 0 ) .
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If ( /,£ ), p) is admissible with p £  /(-D), then d ( f ,D ,p )  =  0. The converse of 
this result is very important in applications; if d (/, D,p)  ^  0, then there is an 
x  € D  with f ( x )  = p. In particular, combining this with (iii) gives the following 
theorem.
T h e o rem  D .l .  Suppose there exists a continuous h : [0,1] —> C(D) such that 
h(0) =  and (h(t),D ,p) is admissible for all t € [0,1]. Then if p G D there 
exists x  G D such that h(l)(x) = p. □
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